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In this milieu of pervasive and persistent social change, the 
Filipino family is called upon more than ever before to address itself 
to the crucial tasks in nation building. Considered as the heart of 
the Filipino national life, the family is the bedrock of society whose 
role is to f orm secure, capable and productive men and women who will 
help build a healthy society. This has been highlighted by the late 
Pope Paul VI who said, "It is in the family that people learn to fit 
together the life of the individual person and the life of the human 
1 
group. 
In fact, an individual's ability to relate and integrate himself 
with his enlarging network of groups which include his peers, school, 
and immediate community depends heavily on the quality of experience 
and degree of inter-personal relationship he acquires within the confines 
of his/her home. 
Hence, any effort to fortify the family presupposes a consideration 
and knowledgc of the biggest influence in the socialization and 
developnent of human personalities, that of the marital pair upon whose 
relationship is anchored the quality of family life. 
In the past, considerable impetus has been given to empirïca]. 
studies on marital relationship in order to analyze accurately and 
understand more deeply the marriage realities. However, these etudie8 
are basically approached from the realm of psychoanalysis, which limits 
the formulation of treatment plans to a mere pathological basis. Without 
any intent to discredit the aforesaid orientation in dealing with marital 
problems, we realize that husband6 and wives are not islands unto them- 
selves. They are dynamic living beings in continuous interaction with 
one another and consequently they also affect each other's behavior. 
1. Felicidad Dacayanan, MIC, and Josefina Isaac, eds. Towards Buildin 
the Filipino Family Today, p. 2, (Quezon City, Bustamante Press, 
Inc., 197k). 
2 
Today, the significance of the interaction approach in the study 
of all human relationships is a challenge to social science. Theories 
of the dynamics of marital inter-relationship have contributed to a more 
profound understanding of the reciprocal influence of psychological 
factors in husband and wife relationship. Hence, whenever a married 
client has come for help with his own personality problem or marital 
situation, there is the need to include in the diagnostic approach an 
evaluation of the partner's characteristics and moat importantly the 
interaction process between them.2 
As the marital dyad is also in "continuous inter-action with its 
living environment", the social scientist likewise recognizes that efforts 
should be made to identify the factors operating within and outside the 
individual and his marital relations. Thus, the focus should not be on 
personality structures alone but should also include interpersonal 
relationships as well as significant socio-economic factors. 
In early 1977 an attempt to look into the socio-psycho-cultural 
characteristics of Natural Family Planning (NF?) practitioners was 
realized in a masteral thesis entitled "A Profile of Successful Rhythm 
Practitionersnf. This thesis showed that Natural Family Planning could be 
effective within the socio-paychological cultural context.3 In her 
recommendations, the author proposed to undertake an in-depth study of 
husband and wife relationships among successful and non-successful NF? 
practitioners, However, before such an attempt is launched, this 
researcher strongly believes that there is a need for further exploration 
of husband and wife interaction, and a need to establish experienced 
conjugal processes among successful Natural Family Planning practioners. 
The desire to discover deeper insight regarding conjugal processes 
bas prompted the author to undertake this particular study, on the 
assumption that a wholesome husband and wife relationship is the keystone 
Esther Fibush, "Evaluation of Marital Interaction Treatment of the 
Partner," Social Casework 38, No. 6, (June 1969), pp. 5-7. 
Dr. Vicente Rosales, Director, Institute of the Study of the Human 
Reproduction, uartery Bulletin, University of Santo Tomas, Manila, 
Vol. 33, February 1978. 
to healthy autonomous family living. Further, Esquillo in her own study 
states that husband and wife interaction is a variable worth investigating. 
It is fairly evident that there are no conclusive findings yet with 
regard to regularities in conjugal interaction and its sociological 
correlates among Filipinos.k 
Research Problems 
General: What are the patterns of conjugal inter-action occuring 
among successful Natural Family Planning practitioners? 
Specific: 
What are the prevailing conjugal patterns of interaction as 
perceived by both husband and wife? 
What are the behavioral-psychological dynamics involved in 
these patterns of interaction? 
What are the factors that comprise those patterns of conjugal 
interaction as perceived by both husband and wife. 
Lf /That are the differences in perception of the patterns of 
interaction by social class? 
5. What are the present socio-economic characteristics of these 
successful NFP practitioners? 
Significance of the Study 
Any information leading towards a deeper understanding of the 
dynamics of marital dyad interaction can be appreciated as a direct con- 
tribution to the present stock of knowledge in contemporary living. To 
the knowledge of this writer, no prior studies have focused on discovering 
empirically the elements of dyad interaction. The importance of this 
inquiry lies firstly in its potential in establishing the differences of 
perception concerning the dimension of dyad interaction; secondly, to give 
light to all family life development tasks related to social research 
and applied fields. 
Natividad Esquillo, Conjugal Interaction and Fertility Behavior Among 
Filipino Urban Working Class, 171G, Ateneo de Manila, 1977. 
Research 
This investigation can provide empirical data concerning the 
dimension of dyad interaction. This could serve as an initial reference 
for making further exploration in the area. "Viewing the family along 
intractional frame of reference is rarely conducted in our local setting. 
Most Philippine studies approach family along anthropological, 
institutional and functional views".5 
The results could provide evidence of the need for giving 
consideration to the respondents view-points in research undertakings. 
Giving significance to the perception of others facilitates an accurate 
understanding of our own behavior. As .I. Thomas stated, "If men define 
actuationa as real, they are real in their consequence.' 
6 
Theoretical 
It contributes to the sociologists efforts in developing 
adequate measurement and definition of concepts on conjugal interaction. 
This study may provide facts to replace speculations with 
important implications about family planning behavior as well as program 
planning. 
Applied 
A knowledge of the differences and similarities of perception of 
respondents concerning dyad interaction dimensions will guide family 
enrichment program implementation. In turn, this knowledge will assist 
in developing relevant family life crses and programs related to 
changes in values and orientations for the following reasons: 
a) Phere is a growing recognition of Natural Family Planning as an 
integral part of Family Life education, but few have yet seen the repro- 
ductive relationship and the educative value of this approach in terms 
k 
Disclosed findings of Bienvenido Flores, M.A. "An Analysis of Philippine 
Family Studies1 1952-1971," A Report of an effort at inventorization 
and evaluation of family theory and research in the Philippines, St. 
Louis University Research Journal, Vol. V', No. 1, March 197k, p. 9. 
See /.I. Thomas, Social Theory and Social Research (New york: The 
Free Press, A Division of the MacMillan Company, Inc., 1957), p. 
not only of the individual spouse, but also for the enrichment of the 
marital relationship itself; 
b' There is a growing awareness of the fact that NFP is not the 
ineffective folk system that it was once thought to be; 
There is the recognition that NF? not only can be technologi- 
cally independent, but that it does not require the professional 
logistics of many of the moro sophisticated methods; 
It has become increasingly clear with experience that the 
best teachers for NFP are the ordinary couples who practice the method 
successfully, rather than health professionals with oniy technical 
backgrounds 
Much to the surprise of many, and contrary to a strongly held 
prejudice, the Natural Family Planning Program appears to be more easily 
established among the simple rather than sophisticated and educated 
couples, and can, in fact be as effective in developing societies it is 
in developed ones.8 
Scope and Limitation of the Study 
Geographical Scope. This present study covers the municipalities 
of Lanao del Norte where the Natural Family Planning respondents are 
located and served by the Mercy Family Life Center of Iligan Diocese from 
1973-1978. 
Respondents. The subjects of this study are 81+ successful couple- 
practitioners who are chosen as representative samples drawn from the 
132 couple respondents of the previous study entitled: "A Profile of 
Rhythm Successful Practitioners of ASI Mercy Family Life Center". 
Coverage. The investigation is confined to perceived patterns of 
marital interaction among successful NFP practitioners as measured by an 
interview schedule with open-ended questions, variations of perceptions by 
7. Rosales, Op. Cit., p. 2. 
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social class and the factors comprising these identified patterns of 
interaction as processed through the use of factor analysis method. 
A self-administered socio-economic questionnaire provides the data 
on the characteristics of the respondents. The data gathered from 
the workshop will further illustrate the behavioral psychological 
dynamics involved in these patterns of interactions but does not 
pretend to be a comprehensive study on the transactional analysis 
conceptual model. 
Definition of Terms 
Conjugal Interaction - refers to the set of processes taking place 
between husband and wife. It denotes social behavior when the husband 
and wife interstirnulate each other by any means of communication or 
transactions and modify each other's behavior. 
Interaction - refers to the set of processes taking place between 
individuals. The self-concept of the individual is crystallized 
through the interaction with others, especially as they perceive the 
manner in which they are regarded by others in the process of inter- 
act ion. 
Conflict Handling - refers to the manner of resolving conflict. 
In marriage, it is the skill of expressing and receiving each others 
insights, ideas and feelings in such a way that greater understanding 
and intimacy results. 
Perception - is an experiental understanding of behavior demonstrated 
in a period of time. 
Patterns - are a set of consistent actions or reactions of an 
individual towards social stimulus in a given social process. 
NFP Couples - are couples practícin, the natural family planning 
approach from 1973-1978. 
Merc Family Life Center - The 1'amily Life Center of Iligan Diocese 
offering natural family planning as part of the FamiLy Life Apotolate. 
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it is not the largest single-clinic in the MFP Program in the country, 
.r even the largest temperature group in the islands, but it is 
certainly one of the largest single-clinic efforts in mucus methods 
anywh: in the world.9 
Sexual Interaction - is a relationship between man and woman which 
iivolves interactive processes towards growing together, a discipline, 
a way of loving that finds fullest expression through a willful 
biological control of reproductive function within a bond. 
Decision-Making - refers to an interactive process undergone by 
two individuals directed towards accountability achieved after a 
deliberate discussion. 
Authoritarian pattern of decision-making - refers to a decision 
arrived at by one of the marriage partners independently of the other. 
10 
It is then told to the spouse who, ideally consents. 
Verbal Coercion pattern of decision-making - refers to a decision 
again made by one partner, but the consent of the spouse must be 
obtained. Discussion takes place after one partner has made the 
decision, during which time he or she tries to obtain the consent of 
the other by exerting strong verbal persuasion.11 
Mutual discussion pattern of decision-making - refers to a 
decision where marital partners take into account both facts and emotions. 
Here, the decisions are arrived at, only after thorough discussion, which 
ideally reveals attitudes and needs of husband and wife.12 
Self Perception - refers to a manner the husband and wife perceived 
themselves, either positively or negatively. Likewise, this includes 
how partners perceived one's role as indicated by their behavior. 
Vicente Rosales, Director, Institute of Human Reproduction, U3T, 
Manila, Book Review on Natural Family Planning Booklet by Srs. Rose 
PaLacio, M.D. and Magdalena Namuag, 2.N., published and distributed 
by the Sisters of Mercy, Makati Medical Center Makati. 
Mildred eil, Marriage, the Family and 3ociet, foard a Sociology 
of Marriage, (Interstate Printers arid Publishers, Ïnc. 1971), p. 76. 
ibid. 
IbicL p. 76. 
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Perception of Marriage - refers to the set of expectations they 
have for their relationship and their view of their parents' marriage 
as it influenced their relationship. 
Ego State - refers to inborn energies or capacities to function 
in consistent and coherent patterns of thinking, feeling and learning 
that are observable phenomena. They are expressed verbally and 
non-verbally. 
Parent Lgo State (P) - refers to the part of the personality 
which has been borrowed from our biological parents or from those who 
took their place in our early life. The ego state helps the person to 
be responsible and to organize his own life according to a scale of 
values. 
Critical Parent (cP) and Nurturing Parent (NP) 
Ego States refers to the functions of Parent go States. The Critical 
Parent comes out as critical, traditional, moralistic, philosophical, 
prejudicial and discounting. The Nurturing Parent (NP) Ego State comes 
out as sympathetic, supportive, protective and caring. 
Adult Ego State (A) - refers to an ego state that deals with facts 
by giving and receiving information. It objectively gathers data. Its 
focus is current, here and now reality. Internally, the Adult (A) may 
reach back into its memory bank and draw past information into present 
considerations. Vords that describe Adult (A) interventions are: 
question, probe, interrogate, estimate, probabilities, compute, test 
reality, organize; adapt, judge, decide and critique and re-decide. 
Ideally, the adult acts as executive of all other ego states monitoring 
their activity and regulating the energy flow on the basis of situational 
appropriateness. 
Child Ego State (C) - refers to the ego state which contains 
1+O%5O2 of the persons psychic energy. It is still the least understood 
and probably the most influential in human béhavior. It contains the 
impulses natural to the biological and chronological child. It records 
early experiences, especially with parents; how he responded and the 
positions he took about himself, and othrs. Child responses come out 
as inquisitive, affectionate, playful, selfish, manipulative, rebellious 
and intuitive. 
9 
Free Child (Fc) or Adapted Child (Ac) - refers to the functions of 
the Child Ego State. The Free Child (Fc) is the untrained and unrestrained, 
ploaeure-first part of the personality. It is what the child does by 
instinct in order to get its needs taken care of, its wants and desires 
fulfilled. when they are answered he responds with warmth and affection. 
Vhen he is blocked, he reacts, resists, retorts and rebels. The Free 
Child (FC) is expressive, impulsive, curious, sensuous, affectionate and 
rebellious. The Adated Child (AC) is what happens to the Free Child (FC) 
when training, formation, education and discipline are introduced into 
his experience. It ja the modification of the Free Child (FC) inclinations. 
The Adapted Child (AC) is the person's answer to authority. The Adapted 
Child (AC) complies, obeys, withdraws, procrastinates, demands, confuses, 
accommodates, adjusts and follows. The Little Professor (LP) is the 
unschooled wisdom or the intuitive, creative part of the human person. 
The Little Professor (LP) responds to non-verbals, plays hunches, takes 
risks and manipulates. 
Strokes - refers to a unit of recognition. It is an act of 
recognition of another's presence. Strokes may be conditional or 
unconditional: conditional when given due to his performance or work; 
unconditional stroke when given to his/her being a person. 
Transactions - refers to an exchange between two persons, consisting 
of stimulus and a response between ego states. 
Complementary Transaction - refers to a message sent from a specific 
ego state which then gets the predicted response from a specific ego state 
in the other person. The lines of communication are open, including 
non-verba], aspects like gestures, facial expressions, body posture, pace 
and tone of voice. People continue transacting without interruption, 
breakdown or alienation from one another. 
Crossed Transaction - this occurs when the stimulus from an ego 
state of the sender is answered from an unexpected ego state by the 
receiver. The effect is a crossing of communication lines or breakdown 
of communication. 
Duplex/Ulterior Transaction - refers to a transaction where two 
messages are gíven. The first message is verbal, open, socially conscious 
- lo - 
arid it appears complementary and acceptable to the listener. The second 
iessage is non-verbal, psychological, or slightly conscious, it carries 
generally a personal discount or a "put downt'. 
Autonomy - refers to a person being self-governing, determining 
one's own identity, taking responsibility for one's own actions and 
feelings and throwing off patterns that are irrelevant and inappropriate 
to the living in the here and now. Autonomy is the goal of Transactional 
nalysis. 
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Ci-iAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
The primary aim of this study is to explore the patterns of 
interaction as perceived by the successful Natural Family Planning 
Practitioners of Iligan, Lanao del Norte, to determine the variations 
of their perception by social class, to identify the factors comprising 
these patterns of interaction, to describe the behavioral-psychological 
dynamics involved in these patterns of interaction, and to surface the 
socio-economic characteristics of these sample respondents. i1hjs study 
can be classified as a combination of a descriptive and an exploratory 
type of study. The descriptive parts illustrate the socio-economic 
characteristics of the respondents. The exploratory part includes the 
perceived patterns of conjugal interaction, the variations of their 
perceptions by social class, the factors comprising these elements of 
the conjugal interaction and the behavioral dynamics involved in these 
interaction. 
Research Design 
A. Sampling Design. In early 1977 a study was made on 'A Profile 
of the Successful Practitioners of Mercy Family Life Center, Iligan, 
Lanao del Norte.'1 A multi-stage sampling was used in this particular 
study. The study limits itself to the representative sample drawn from 
the successful rhythm practitioners of Iligan City and four nunicipalities 
of Ianao del Norte, with the constraints imposed by tise, resources, 
transportation, facilities and especiaÏly the political condition of the 
area. 
2he sample respondents of this present investigation were 81+ couples 
selected from the 132 couple respondents of the previous study with the 
following criteria: 
£he couple belongs to the age group of 13-1+3 years. 
Phe woman has a pattern cycle of 25-30 days as recorded in 
her ovulation chart. 
1. Remedios Matias, Profile of Successful Rhythm Iractitioners, Unpublished 
Thesis, Asian Social Institute, 1977. 
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3. The couple have a regular intercours pattern as marked 
in her ovulation/BBT chart. 
i. The couple had a record of birth before their acceptance 
of NFP. 
They are living together as husband and wife. 
They were still practitioners of NIP at least one year 
before the study was conducted. 
B. Method of Data Collection 
tu the data in this study have been obtained through personal 
interviews, questionnaire and workshop conducted by the researcher and 
her staff during the period of three months. 
stablishing Rapport 
rhe quality of the data presented in this study is a product of the 
rapport which the researcher and her staff have been able to establish 
in these persQnal interviews. Most of the subjects of our interviews 
have in all cases met the interviewers three times: through home visits, 
through an organized session, or through personal introductions made by 
the staff of the Mercy Family Life Center. All 8+ couple (i68) 
respondents agreed through a letter of acceptance to undergo the three 
processes of the research, such as a face-to-face interview separately 
from the spouse, a self-administered questionnaire and a one-day workshop 
for couples. 
Objectivity of the Investigation 
In the course of interviewing, the staff has constantly reassured 
the respondents that the interviewers are not passing judgement on any 
type of marital interaction and not interested in redirccting the subjects 
behavior. This was explained at the beginning of each interview, but 
much o' the reassurance has depended on the ease and objective nanrier of 
the interviewer, on the simile directness of her cjsestions, on her 
atility iiot to show any eraotional objection to any part of the shared 
data, on her tone of voice, on her cairn and steady eye, on her continued 
pursuit of the routine questioning, and on her evident interest in 
- 13 - 
discovering that each type of experience shared has much meaning to each 
respondent. These things have been actualized in a face-to-face interview, 
which cannot be done effectively on a questionnaire. 
In an interview, the method model asks the respondents, "How do 
you handle a controversial issue?" and the respondent describes what 
generally happens as the interviewer records it. ahile the behavior- 
psycholo;ical method (workshop) asks the husband and wife in a workshop, 
'Prepare and play-out a short drama on how you have dealt with one another 
j. the face of a controversial issue at home (after 30 minutes). Please 
'ecord this dialogue on paper". lorking together, the couple has given a 
re'ord of a typical historical event with each one acting as monitor for 
te other in terms of the truth and completeness of the dialogue. 
Confidentiality of the Record 
In the interviews the staff have had the opportunity to convince 
the respondents that all our records are kept confidential and that none 
of the local staff has access to the record except the researcher. 
Recording the data in code in the presence of the respondent has done a 
good deal to convince them of the confidentiality of the record. 
'1exibi1ity in Form of uestion 
Thile the point of each question has been precisely defined 
throughout the interview, the wording of each question has been adapted 
to the vocabulary and experience of each respondent. rhe study has 
included persons who were poorly educated as well as those from the highly 
educated group. The staff have constantly had to define terms and explain 
exactly what we have intended by our questions, for both highly educated 
as well as for poorly educated subjects. This would not have been possible 
in a questionnaire study. The staff had to discover the meanings that 
were being attached to particular terms, and learn which terms could be 
used without giving offense. In order to establish rapport, one has to 
learn to use the local vocabulary with an ease and a skill that convinces 
the subject that we know something of the custom nd mode of living in 
hi 'her community. The adaptation of vocabulary in an interview thus not 
only contributes to the establishment of rapport, but also brings out 
information which would be completely missed on a standardized questionnaire. 
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Determining the QuaLity of the Response 
In a face-to-face interview, the interviewer has an opportunity 
to check the honesty, the certainty, and the exact meaning of the 
subject's reply. The speed of the subject's response, his tone of 
voiu, the eye direction, the intonation and the directness often provide 
a clue to the quality of the information which he is giving. hen the 
reply seems uncertain, the interviewer asks for additional information, 
sometimes on matters which are not covered by the tandard interview. 
nis may sometimes direct the inquiry toward important data which could 
have been overlooked if the interview had been confined to the minimum 
material. 
Time Involved in the Interview 
The average interview period for every respondent contributing to 
the present study has required between two to three hours. Then the 
respondent appeared shy, the interview was often extended beyond the 
three hours; but when the respondents were open and had experience being 
interviewed, the interview could then be accomplished in two and one half 
hours. Hqwever, for a variety of reasons connected with the work scheiule 
of respondents, the field period was extended to three months. 
Types of Research Instruments 
An interview schedule consisting of open-ended questions to 
solicit information regarding the dynamics and elements of marital 
interaction. 
Major areas within the instrument included the following data: 
data on perceptions; self/marriage, sexual interaction, conflict handling, 
decisici-making and value of children. 
4 Self-administered questionnaire on socio-economic characteriitics 
were given to the couple respondents after every face-to-face interview. 
4 Morkshop. The rationale for this exploratory methodology is 
due to the personal observation of the writer that many times the 
respondents in sociologícal studies are only used by the scientist for 
social research. Generally, the scientist does not provide an opportunity 
for the respondents to understand what they have undergone, and what their 
actual contribution is to the research and especiaLLy Zo their own personal 
growth. 
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There were t!o workhop groups at the center and three workshop 
groups in the barrios with four-co-facilitators assisting a group of 
15-20 couples. To check respondents tendencies to answer what ought to 
happen, sample dramatizations by interviewers and co-facilitators were 
provided and to assist them to record only the actual dialogues that 
transpired. To check monopolizing by the more vocal respondents, and to 
allow the more timid couples to share and participate, individual and 
couple forms were provided. 
Vhile the couples were answering their individual and Couple f orm, 
the process itself led them to answer to questions like: 'ho Am I? 
1hat am I doing? tihere are we going in our communi.cation process? 
In short, while doing the data-gathering, the methodology was bringing 
the initial findings back to the respondents immediately for inclusion in 
redecision their dialogues. 
Structure: The workshop is a one process method with two types 
of feedback: 
Phase I: On the Spot Feedback (During the workshop data gathering). 
Respondents were dramatizing, recording, receiving new information, 
analyzing, interpreting, planning and reinforcing changes. 
Phase II: Post-Document Feedback (ifter the completion of the 
written thesis). Nithin six months after the completion of the written 
analysis, the scientist brought back the findings, interpretations, and 
recommendations to the respondents in a workshop context. This allowed 
for review and updating of interpretations by respondents and interviewers, 
reunion of participants and interviewers/researchers and finally for 
reinforcement of the respondents' decision for change. 
Flements of the system of Transactional Analysis Used. Because 
of the difficulty in initiating and continuing the process wherein couples 
are deeply involved, the researcher decided to limit the data-gathering 
on these areas: 
Graphing of Lgo-Gram 
Transaction: Limited to the area of decision-making 
. How couples get strokes from each other 
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C. Data Processing and Analysis. To secure answers to the 
problems of this investigation, two major processes have been undertaken: 
quantitative and qualitative analysis. £he first process involves the 
quant1ttive analysis. The responses were edited, anaLyzed and 
categorized. Finally, every data factor was numbered and coded in the 
standard code forms. Programs found in the Statistical Package for the 
ucial Science (3P3s) were used for the computer runs which processed 
the data. Two computer runs were made - one for the husbands and one 
r the wives. 3tatistical treatment for the data included t1e fpllowing: 
1. Descriptive ?.nalysis (Proportion, standard Deviations, Mean 
and Median) was used to describe the characteristics of the sample and 
the proportions and percentage value of the elements perceived by the 
couple respondents. 
2.1 Rationale: Factor Analysis was used to determine the respondents 
perceived dimensions of marital interaction and the factors comprising 
each element of interaction. The factor analysis method was used to 
determine the numbers and the nature of the underlying variables among 
the larger set of measures.2 Technically, it is a method of extracting 
common factor variances from !mn sets of measures»'3 A distinctive feature 
of factor analysis is that through its techniques, the existence of some 
underlying patterns of relationship will be determined which then may be 
taken as dimensions accounting for the observed interrelations. The 
method, consequently, designates which of the included items belong to a 
certain pattern. It is therefore clear that such methodology delineates 
the perceived interaction of the respondents. 
2.2 Interpretation of Factors. After the rotated factor loadings 
were obtained, the next step was to interpret the extracted factor 
results. This step involved three procedures: 1) identifying the 
content and the nature of the factor structure, 2) labeling the factors, 
and 3) giving visual representation of the factor results. 
Fruckter, Benjamin. Introduction to Factor i.nalysis, (New Jersey: 
li. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 195k). 
Kerlinger, Fred. Foundation of Behavioral Research (3rd dition), 
New York: Appleton Century Crafts, Inc. 
+. Ibid. 
5. 'Incidental factors are almost certainly present in every study. Hence, 
the inestigator should feel free to leave without interpretation of 
those primary factors which do not lend themselves to rather clear 
interpretation.t (Thurstone, 197if), from Rummel's article, 
tlnterpretation of Factors". Rummel, Op. Cit., P. 361. 
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The first procedure centers on finding the element common to all 
items in a given factor. This task was done via a close examination of 
factor loadings. The inference concerning inclusion and exclusion of an 
iter ii a factor depends on the magnitude of its factor loadings. This 
is dc by determining whether the loadings are high zero or near zero 
iL a crtajn factor. 
For the purposes of the present inquiry's analysis, any item with 
a factqr loading of .20 or greater is considered as making a sufficient 
contribution to the factor. Moreover, arbitrary classifications of 
loadings are established for purposes of deicription and discussion; 
loadings of .20 to .30 are regarded as low; .0 to .50 as moderate; and 
.60 to .70 as high; and .80 and above as very high loadings. It should 
be noted that based on inconsistency, certain items have been eliminated 
and smaller factors were left uninterpreted. 1he ambiguous and 
inconsistent results can be attributed to the relative presence of random 
errors in data. 
Thurstone has pointed out the possibility of leaving without 
interpretation some factors which do not lend themselves to clear 
scientific interpretation.5 
Yith reference to the labelling of the factor, the procedure involved 
the researcher's analysis of the essence as demonstrated by the clustered 
items within a factor. The label encapsulates the substantive nature of 
the factor underlying the series of interrelated and clustered items. It 
also reflects the essence of the clustered inter-related items. Further- 
more, reference to the question of giving consideration or importance to 
a certain factor, is governed by the use of a given criterion. 3ince 
the gi'en value represents the variance commonly shared by the complete 
items corresponding to a factor, a factor is only considered if it is 
accounted for by a high eigen value. The eigen value of a specific factor 
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is considered high, if such value reaches as high or higher than 2.0. 
Thiu criterion stems from the fact that an eigen value is a commonly 
shared variance within a factor. 
3. Coefficient of Correlation. The data is pre3ented and expressed 
by correlations which are calculated by standard ;taitica1 formulae 
called 'Pearson i. 
ro further deepen the analysis of data extracted from the interview 
schedule, results from the workshop instruments were incorporated to 
yjeld a comprehensive understanding of the behavioral manifestations of 
these interactions. 
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CHAPTR III 
PRENTATION, AN4LYIS AND INTPRCTATION OF THE FINDINGS 
This chapter is divided into five broad sections, each containing 
inforL 3.tion pertinent to the present investigation. The sequence of the 
prsentation is as follows: 
Descriptive analysis of the identified patterns of Marital 
int'action as perceived by the successful Natural Family Planning 
Pr:ctitioners; 
Descriptive analysis of the behavioral-psychological dynamics 
involved in these patterns of interaction; 
Decritpion of the factors comprising these patterns of inter- 
action; 
Description of the social class variations of respondents' 
perception before acceptance on Natural Family Planning Practice; 
Description of the socio-economic characteristics of the 
respondents. 
A. Descriptive Analysis of the Identified Patterns of 'Iarital Interaction 
as Perceived by the Successful Natural Family Planning Practitioners 
Perception of Self. Upon the assumption that every person is a born 
winner, and has all the capacitites to live in harmony with self, others 
and community, the respondents were asked how they perceived themselves. 
The resea'cher discovered that (31+%) of the husbands perceived themselves 
as worher, (26%) inferior/subservient, (2y) patient and disciplinarian 
(17i). The female respondents viewed themselves as independent (j2>), 
ambitious, (29;), nagger (23x), and sensitive or easily hurt (17%). The 
low and high perception of themselves did not indicate a positive and 
rtive perception. The data seemed to indicate that each partner was 
making an effort toward becoming his or her oRn self. As Carl aoger 
asserted, i' the person in a partnership looks acceptingly on all the 
awful, crazy and hideous, tender, beautiful and competent aspects of him/ 
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he e1f, he is becoming more a person to live with.1 
'A living partnership is composed of the people, 
each of whom owns, respects and develops his/her 
own selfhood.' 
This pported by Muriel James's theory that 'every individual can 
learn to rust himself, think for himself, make his own decisi,ons and 
express his feelings.'2 
TABI I 
DLTRIBUTI 0F RSPONDNTS BY PRCPTI0N 0F SELF 
Perception of Self Husband '1ives 
Category Label Absolute Absolute 
Patient 19 23 
Inferior/subservient 22 26 
orker 29 + 
Disciplinarian 1k 17 
Nagger 11+ 17 
Sensitive/dependent 19 23 
Ambitious 2k 29 
Independent 27 31 
2otal 8k 100 8k 100 
Perception of Role. 'Vancio's study shows that in a general sense 
Philippine culture defines behavior associated with marriage bond; yet the 
actual relationship developed by any particular couple derives from varying 
social environments. The unity of the interacting husband and wife 
personalities presupposed by marriage occurs as each party fulfills a 
Carl I. ogers, Ph. D., Becoming Partners: Marriage and Its Alternatives, 
(Center br Studies of the Person, La Jolla California, De La Corte Press, 
New York, 1972), p. 206. 
Muriel James and Jongeward, Born to din, Addison wesley Publishing Co., 
London, Don Mills, Ontario, 1971, p. 12. 
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number of assigned ro.es. Due to continuous influx, family relations 
are influenced by factors which play a part in the spouse's perception 
or non-perception of roles. The distinctiveness of the relationship 
lies ii tie tendency of husband and wife to interpret or define each 
others action instead of merely reacting to it.n13 
he second element which the writer has seen from the data gathered 
is differentiation of marital roles and dissolution of roles. The majority 
of the male respondents perceived their role as lover (51'), son to y 
wife (38;3) and father to my wife (12%). The female respondents responded 
that they also shift roles like being a friend/partner, (38), mother to 
my husband (53%), while only 12% perceived that they are a helper and a 
maid to their husband. 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY PJRCiPTI0N 0F ONE'S ROLE 
Category label 
Father to my wife 10 12 
Son to my wife 22 26 
Lover to my wife ¿+3 51 
Boss to my wife 9 11 
Father of tne family 11+ 17 
Helper/maid of my husband 11 13 
Nother of my husband 27 52 
Friend/partner 32 58 
Husband Ni ves 
Absolute % Absolute 
This data seems to indicate that marital role adjustments among 
these couples shows a certain flexibility of their role relationship. It 
also shows an attempt to move away from fixed, àtatic behavior guided by 
3. Joseph Vancio, Realities of Marriage in Metro Manila: An ixploratory 
Stud' - Final Report, (iteneo de Manila University, IPC, Quezon City, 
1977). 
Total 8k 100 8k 100 
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role expectations of society, religion, parents and friends. Phe couples' 
ability and willingness to take the role of each other at different 
settings within the conjugal relationship responds to the living partnership 
in the process of marriage as supported by Carl Roers. 
'Vhen you can listen to your own organism and move 
in the directions that 'feel right ' t9 it and to 
you, you are moving away from behavior guided by 
role expectations. And to that extent you are 
moving toward a complexity of partnership, a richness 
of living together which is far less simple than 
living by a role. You don't expect to be molded by 
expectator, no matter how compelling these may seem 
to be, nor shaped by the wishes, rules, roles which 
others are all too eager to thrust upon us. 
This is also described by Harriet Mowrer's interplay of socio- 
psychological processes like - role differentiation of marital roles.5 
Differentiation of marital roles is a second mechanism 
which contributes to marital stability, and in that 
produces an interdependence which is both emotional and 
physical between husband and wife. The ability of the 
partner to move from one role to role as situation 
demands, while still playing a complementary rather than 
a conflicting role, is a characteristic of marital 
adjustment. Example: .Vife's competenc in moving from 
a potential mothering role to a lovin mate. 
Perception of Marriage. Respondents share different views or 
attitudes towards marriage. To most male respondents, marriage is a 
means of having an intimate companion to build a home, (52), to have 
mother to take care of my children and needs, (22), to settle down for a 
normal living, 18 percent and only 8 percent regard marriage as a regular 
sex outlet. For the female respondents marriage is a means oÍ' having 'a 
future source of security, (362); to have sex and children, (26); to 
belong to someone you can count for life, (3i) and about 7 percent 
regard marriage as an escape from the home responsibi1it' of taking care 
of brothers, sist'rs and especially parents. 
+. Carl Rogers, Ph. D. Becoming Partners: Marriage and Its Alternatives, 
Center for Sttdies of the Person, La Jolla, California, Dela Corte 
Press, 1972. 
5. Harriet Mowrer, The Socio_Psycholoical Processes of Marriage Integration, 
in Howard Becker and Reuben Hill (eds.), Family and Parenthood, Boston, 
1958, pp. 5'+7-55k. 
category Label 
ro have an intimate and 
permanent companion to build 
a home 44 52 
To settle for normal living 18 22 
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On the whole, respondents are optimistic about their future life 
combined with joys and sorrows, although 74 percent feel that their 
families have not yet achieved financial stability and said they are 
working towards it. A smaller number (26%) have not yet achieved 
financial stability and believe that the chances for reaching that goal 
sems rather dim and hopeless. 
TABLE III 
DL.2RIBUTION OF RSPONDTS BY PRCPTIONS OF MAIA3E 
dusband Vives 
Absolute ' Abo1ute 
ihe majority of the male respondents, (56%) see their parents' 
marriage as characterized by joys and sorrows, though 24 percent evaluate 
their parent&'marriage as troubled and full of life's problems, while 20 
percent consider it as moderately happy life. Interestingly, some 2k 
percent believe that achieving financial stability is dim and hopeless. 
Their experience of growing up in a large family in a situation of poverty 
is maintained, rather than permitting the person to move away from the 
given poverty condition. 
To have a mother and care of 
future of my children 22 26 
To have sex and children 22 26 
Future source of security 30 36 
Excuse of escaping Home 
responsibility 6 7 
To belong to someone 26 31 
rotai 84 100 34 100 
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Sexual Interaction. Bell further states that 'sexual adjustment 
in marriage calls for at least mínimum satisfaction for the self and the 
other in their sexual interaction."6 Unlike other areas of interaction 
in marriage, the sexual role relationship is less often guided by open 
verbal communication. Frequently each partner has to try and "read" the 
sexual desires of the partner. Failure to communicate to the partner 
may innocently believe that techniques, frequently, and methods of foreplay 
are satisfactory, when in reality they are not. respondents were asked 
series of questions in this area: 
first, Perception as regards the marital act: A substantial number 
of male respondents reported the marital act as a normal act of couples, 
(7%), mutual expression of joy and success, (29/e), mutual way to enjoy 
our bodies, (21:) and a way of appreciating spouse body, (15/a). l'he 
wives' perception showed the following: source of strength and struggles 
and pain, (32%); way of healing hurts and pains, (27%); mutual expression 
of success, (25/3) and a significant 16 percent report sex as a God-given 
gift to couples for procreation. 
Although the perception varies, the data in I'able IV-A below shows 
that the sexual act has a natural bonding mechanism. '3exual urge in man 
is not only genital juxta-position. It is an interpersonal relationship 
of two individuals, two persons distinct from eacn other yet uniting in 
an expression of human communication. 
As tb the perception on orgasm, the majority of tie male respondents 
perceive orgasm as personal satisfaction due to the following responses: 
a way of experiencing complete satisfaction, (75%); reinforces man's 
virility, (15/3); it completes the sexual act if mutually achieved, (10%). 
The female respondents perception tends to focus on the "significant other'; 
that it is complementing and fulfilling if both spouses enjoy and achieve 
orgasm, 1+7 percent; its an indescribable feeling of satisfaction, (39%); and 
a significant ik percent report that it supplements and strengthens their 
marital bond. The data reaffirms one assumption rarely verbalized: that 
mutual orgasm is important and as a corollary, that the interests, drives 
6. Robert Bell, Marriage and Famíly Living, (Boston, D.C. Heath, 1959), 
pp. 356-360. 
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arid abilities of the two sexes are equal. Kinsey's study disclosed that 
"the anatomi structures which are most essential to sexual response and 
orgasm are nearly identical on the human female and male.7 
TABLE IV-A 
)I.3TRIBUTION OF REBPONDENTd BY PERCEPTION OF 
iARITAL ACT AND ORGASM 
TABLE IV-B 
DLfRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY PERCEPTION Oi ORGASM 
7. Alfred Kinsey, 3exual Behavior in the Human j'emaie, (Philadelphia: 
t.B. Saunders Co., 1948), p. 23?. 
Category Label 
Husbanc 





Way of appreciating spouse body 11 13 
Normal act of lovers 31 37 15 
Mutual way to enjoy our bodies 18 21 
Mutual expressiôn of joy and success 
or celebration 2+ 29 20 25 
Source of strength in struggles and pain 22 27 
Vay of healing hurt and pains 27 32 







Nay of completing the act 8 10 
Reinforce man's virility 13 15 
.ay of experiencing complete satisfaction 63 75 
IJndescribable feeling of satisfaction 73 39 
Supplements/strengthens our marital bond 12 11+ 
Fulfilling if the other enjoys and ahieves 
orgasm 39 ¿47 
Total 84 100 3k 100 
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Respondents peroeption on sex and orgasm indïcates the mature view 
of sexuality.., sexuality is a powerful force that emanates from self to 
others, that seeks the good of the other rather than the good of self. 
Another question followed to check this openness and desire for 
mutual gritification. The respondents were asked to share the approaches 
of the marital act as experienced in the relationship as husband aud wife. 
Thirty-nine percent of the husbands and 33 percent of the wives prefer 
short touchinb periods before coitus until both achieved orasr, ad 
sba'o days' activities, feelings, and problems; while 32 percent of the 
husbands and 36 percent of the wives prefer extended touching period before 
coitus until orgasm even before sharing feelings and problems. The 
remaining 29 percent of the male respondent3 and 31 percent of the female 
respondents prefer immediate coitus and helps the spouse achieve her 
sexual peak before husband follows. 
TABLE IV-C 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPOiDSNTS BY XPRLENCD 






1xperienced Steps of Marital Coitus 
- short touching period, longer 
thrusting time until both achieve 
orgasm and share days' activities, 
feelings and problems 33 39 25 33 
- longer touching time, longer 
thrusting time until both achieve 
orgasm and share days activities 
and problems and future plans 
mutually 27 32 30 36 
- no preparation, direct insertion 
allows spouse to achieve orgasm 
first and husband follows, discuss 
problems after achieving orgasm 2+ 29 29 31 
Total 8'+ loo 8+ loo 
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Given the length of marriage and three years NFP practice, the 
respondents were also asked what varieties for unique love-making patterns 
has beri developed on this process of relationship aside from the common 
normal position. Fifty-two percent of the female respondents prefer 
1side faceto-face"8 method, while (1+9%) of the husbands expressed "Ride 
i co horse style as the most satisfying position. The "spoon Style"1° 
position is commonly preferred by (17/o) of the husband and (15/o) of the 
wires, wh:iû the 'Tandem-Twosome Position'11 is preferred by (19/o) of 
cs and (13/o) of the wives. 
TABLE IV-E 
DI.fRIBJTION 0F ÏSPONDENTS BY RiNCSD VIS11' PJITI3 






xperienced variety of Positions 
Side-face-to-face. The couple lie on their sides facing each other. 
She places her top leg over his. The man rests his top leg over her 
bottom one, from: Judy '/Jade and Val Hudson, ' Practical Guide to a 
Loving Parenthood, Coronet Books, Hodder and 3toughtori, 1977, p. 67. 
Ride-a-cock Horse. The man lies flat on his back, the woman sits 
astride him taking her weight on her knees and bottocks. The beauty of 
this position is that the couple face each other and both can nave their 
hands free, Ibid., p. 73. 
Spoon Style. The woman lies on her side, the man on his side behind her. 
Their bodies lie as close as two spoons in a cutlery drawer. Although 
not face-to-face this position leaves the man's bands free to caress her 
body, Ibid., p. 7k. 
Tandem-Twosome Position. The woman kneels on the bed resting her weight 
on her hands, the man kneels upright behind her. He can use his hands 
to support her or to caress her, Op. Cit., p. 73. 
- Face to face 11+ 17 1+1+ 32 
- Spoon style 13 17 11 15 
- Tandem Twosome 16 18 12 13 
- Ride-a-cock horse 1+1 1+8 17 20 
Total 8k loo 31 loo 
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Since the marital act and conception is no longer viewed today as 
beyond the control of the individual, respondents were asked what are 
the varieties of abstention experienced during the fertile period of 
spouse? Among male respondents, 50 percent are engaged in productive 
activities like overtime work, backyard gardening, and household repair 
activities, while 57 percent of the female respondents are engaged 
themselves in parish work activities like: motivating couples to practice 
PF, conducting and assisting barrio marriage enrichments seminars and 
ti and nutrition seminars. Thirteen percent of the male respondents 
color and update daily spou.se ovulation charts, while 18 percent report 
the use of condom and withdrawal during the first year and a half practice 
of iLP. ngaging in productive activities like sewing, mending and 
backyard gardening are reported by 37 percent of the female respondents. 
The data shows that respondents learned to appreciate each other's 
sacrifice for the good of the other, hence they become closer because they 
are aware that periodic abstinence in N.FP practice involves difficulties 
in developing patience, love, and self-control in their postponements of 
the mutual satisfaction. This finding is reaffirmed by Ledesma's study.12 
TABLE IV-F 
DL3TRIBUTION 0F RESPONDEN P3 BY VARITIS 0F AB3TNrI0N 
DURING UNSAFJ DAYS 
12. Dolores Ledesma. St.udy of Ozainis Family Life Services, (Unpublished 






- Engaged in productive activities 
- Colors and update spouse chart and discuss 
k2 50 
experiences in parish work 10 13 5 6 
- Condi and withdrawal use (only at P12 years 
of :TFP practice) 9 18 
- Volunteer Parish Vork 
- ieneral house cleaning and 
sewing, gardening 





Total 84 100 8k 100 
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fhe data reaffirms that affection is both giving and receiving 
processes, indicating accountability and responsibility to each partner. 
quoting Dr. Rosales: 1'The nature of sexuality is fúndamentally creative 
and reproductive. It is meant as a means of producing offspring. But 
the reproductive process in man is a long drawn out and complex process 
that rerluires stability of the union of man and woman who would embark 
in this noble union of participation in the creation of a new human life. 
The unioh must not only be stable, but one that must reflect the deep bond 
of a :ectio:i, of selflessness. Because it has such serious and far- 
reaching implications, it is the responsibility of man to understand his 
ow sexuality and to develop the quality of character to utilize sexuality 
with respon3ibility - a responsibility to himself, to the other person, 
and to the child that may come forth to the community of which he is a part.13 
TABLE IV-G 
jI:3TiUBUTION OF RESPONI)ENT3 BY P2C1ID LFFECT OF NFP 






- abstinence makes lovemaking enjoyable 
- makes me sensitive to spouse need 
- makes me irritable 
- improves my ability to share and 
demonstrate affection 
- clarifies my role in marital act 
- makes me self-confident that urges can 
be controlled and directed 
- widened my understanding about sexuality 
15. Dr. Vicente Rosales, Director, Institute of Human Reproduction, UT, 









Total ioo 8+ 100 
30 
Respandent were asked what are the effects of NFP practice in their 
sex life. The majority of respondents reported that the NFP practice 
makes them sensitive to spouse needs, (k9), abstinence makes their 
lovemai.ng enjoyable, (3O;) improves their ability to share feelings and 
demonstrate affection, 12 percent and only 10 percent say they become 
.itabe. Thile the female respondents report that it improves their 
abiJty to ask for affection and share feelins, 51 percent, clarify the 
roi i marital act, percent, widens their understanding on sexuality, 
T3 Jdrcent and the practice confirms that urges cari be controlled and 
directed as shred by 19 percent. 
The responses to the two questions indicate that rest from inter- 
course enhan s enjoyment and demonstration of the ability to forego 
the fulfillment of one's own physical pleasure for the sake of the other 
person, ivin practical evidence of the security of the relationship and 
providing happiness that generosity of love cn provide.1 
Since sexual interaction is a marital developmental process, its 
achievement does not depend on the learning of physical technique but 
more importantly in the socio-psycholo4cal .ractors like trust, empathy, 
relaxation and spontaneity.15 espondents were asked two questions: 
First, what are their perceived demands of the marital act? Among 
the male respondents they report responsiveness to spouse as an indicator, 
k8 percent, fidelity or faithfulness, 26 percent, and openness to variety 
of body movements and positions 22 percent, while the female respondents 
consider fidelity and faithfulness high, 59 percent, clarify hurts and 
pains before coitus, 29 percent and only 12 percent consider "not vulgar 
infidelity' an indicator for satisfying marital act.1 
1+. John Billings and Evelyn Billings, Development of Ovulation Method, 
Proceedings of a Research conference in NFP Human Life Foundation, 
January 23-26, 1972 convened at Airlie house, Narentori, Virginia. 
Mildred eil, Marriage, The Family Society, Toward a Sociology in 
Marriage and Family, (Interstate Printer and Publishers, Inc., 1971), 
p. 138. 
Not vulgar infidelity - extra marital relationship of the husband 
discreetly handled and only few people outside the couple know the 
affair. 
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The second question, what are the perceived measures of sexual 
satisfaction? Twenty-nine percent of the male respondents viewed spouse 
ability to share feelings and problems after the act, 29 percent of 
spouses' joy in managing the home and the children, 27 percent of spouses 
cxress active participation during safe days and achievement of orgasm, 
p rcent. Vhile airortg the female respondents the spouse 's ability to 
Thare feelings.and problems before and after coitus is reported by 43 
percent, gentleness and regularity in demonstrating affection is reported 
by peroent while appreciation of little efforts of growth is shared 
by 1 percent and only 13 percent share expressions of hard work for 
financial problems. 
TABLE IV-H 
i.)ISTRIBUTION OF R3PONi)ENTS BY PHcgI/D 1.1 ASU2J û? dEXUAL 
SATISFACTION, D4iNDS OF MARITAL ACT, iFSCT 0F NFP 





















8k 100 8k 100 
Category Label 
Perceived Demands of Marital Act 
- faithfulness and fidelity 
- responsiveness of spouse 
- openness to variety of body position 
- clarified hurts before sexual act 
- not vulgar infidelity 
- clarified hurts before sexual act 
Total 
Measures of Sexual Satisfaction 
- spouse joy and active participation 
during safe days 
- spouse joy in home and children management 
- spouse openness to body movements 
- spouse ability to verbalize feelings and 
problems after the act 
- gentleness and regularity in demonstrating 
affection 
- proud of his spouse 
- considerate of weaknesses and appreciation 
of little efforts shown 
Total 
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The data indicates that sexuality is then educable and ethical, 
whiah means the formation of man as a sexual being is the result of an 
adequate upbringing and an understanding of the meaning of sexuality.1' 
Because of its implications, man has the duty to understand his own 
sexuality rwd develop the 'uality of character that will treat/handle 
r..ialiy 'ith responsibility. 
onfiat Hanfling. Vhenever two or more people associate for any 
length of time, they make decisions and solve problems related to their 
articular relationship. Certain methods come to be accepted by the 
couple for solving problems and making decisions which have developed and 
been modified as new experiences emerge. rhe writer asked the respondents 
a series of questions: 
£he first question, how would you handle controversial issues? 
The result shows that among the male respondents the pattern is the 
following: husbands present decision and convince spouse to agree, 
present facts and convince spouse to make decision, (++2) and about 2 
percent &nly presents facts and discuss issues and make decision together. 
ihile sixty-four percent of female respondents compromise personal decision 
if facts are understood, 29 percent present her own decision and convince 
spouse to agree and about three percent discuss facts, issues and decisions 
together. 
The second question follows, how would you handle marital conflicts? 
About 50 percent of the husbands tend to be passive and silent, 39 percent 
seek solutions from parents/in-laws, and only 10 percent discuss the 
conflict mutually without chiidrens hearing. 'the female respondents seem 
to e a source of disagreement and arguments as reported by 9 percent, 
seek parental assistance, 1+Lf percent and again only 7 percent are willing 
to discuss calmly and mutually, Instead some forms of defenses are: 
positing., co1d war treatment, or withholding sexual privileges from husbands. 
17. Dr. Vicente osales, Op. Cit., p. i. 
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TABLE V-A 
DI2RIBUTION OF ISPONDNTS BY WAYS OF DLCUSSING CONTROIERSIAL 
ISCLIS, HANDLING MARITAL CONFLICT, PSONAL PROBLEMS 
ND FINANCIAL PROBLMS 
Vays of Discussing Financial Problem 
- keep silent and borrow money from 
friends/parents 46 
- share to spouse and discuss possible 
alternative 29 
- checks home expenses and areas to 
economize expenditures 16 19 
- nags husbands to borrovi money 22 26 
- blames spouse of his incapacity to 
provide 3 ¿f 
- seek alternative with spouse 59 70 






45 51-f 24 29 
7 44 
2 2 6 7 
81+ 100 84 100 
42 50 
9 10 6 7 
35 40 57 11 
1+9 
84 100 8k 100 
Category 1bel 
nays of Discussing Controversial Issue 
- compromise decision if facts are 
understood 
- present decision and convince spouse 
to agree 
- present facts and convince spouse to 
make decision 
- present issues and discuss facts 
together and decide 
Total 
days of Handling Marital Conflict 
- silence and passive relationship of 
spouse 
- discuss problems without children 
hearing 
- seek advice from parents and friends 
- wait for right timing, mood of spouse 
before asking for discussion 
Total 
Bernard Farber, An Index of Marital Integration. Sociometry, 20, 
(June, 195?), pp. 117-13k. 
Dr. Paz Policarpio Mendez. "Solving Marital Problerns', from the 
Readings in Filipino Family, (Manila: Family Life Norkshop of the 
Philippines, Inc., 1968). 
Joseph Vancio, Op. Cit., p. 278. 
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Significant insight drawn from the data is the pattern of discussion 
and decision-making of both respondents, who tend to vent what Bernard 
Fa: ber1 conceptualized as 'verbal coercion' where te decision is 
usually made by one partner but the consent of the spouse has to be 
obtained. icussion takes place after one partner has made the decision, 
during which time he or she tries to obtain the consent of the other by 
ecerting strong verbal persuasion. Although this procedure seems to result 
in extensive and intensive battles, domination of one mato or one spouse 
yields 72 percent of the couples, finding that arguments are stimulating 
and enloyable. Therefore, arguments among these sample of couple 
respondents are viewed as a positive dimension to mutual interaction. 
They tend to enjoy he exchange of opinions in a friendly and animated 
debate. Dr. Mendez in her study, disclosed that 'couples who discuss and 
study their problems together in a spirit of give and take are apt to 
resolve their differences satisfactorily. Consequently, the conflict will 
tend to unite them more instead of drawing them apart.'19 This was 
likewise the findings of Vancio's study: 'the ability of the couples to 
communicate with each other was significantly related to marital success.'2° 
Re added that marriage under stress can go in many directions. How the 
couples handled the stressful situation reflects to a great extent the 
solidarity of the marriage. 
then finding themselves in a strained relationship, most of the male 
respondents, (66 percent) bear the strain ror the sake of companionsh&p 
until its mood is ready for discussion, 18 percent would discuss the 
matter with the spouse, and only 1k percent would tend to be negative, 
withholding any demonstration of affection and sexual contact. hile 
36 percent of the female espondents demonstrate affection without warmth, 
20 rcent demand immediatc attention to household repair needs, ik percent 
sleep separately and 12 percent use other outlets like scolding children 
when the father is around. 
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Table V-B below reveals that the respondenls prefer to keep negative 
feelings to themselves rather than burdening their partners. This may be 
explained within the perspective of our culture and the "martyr complex of 
the woman'. 
TABLE V-B 







- bear it out until mood is ready for 
discussion 1+1+ 66 
- silence and helps on household chores 11+ 16 
- discuss matters calmly 16 18 18 20 
- no demonstration of affection/sleep 
separately 12 i+ 
- start scolding children when he arrives 10 12 
- demonstrate affection without warmth 26 32 
- demands attention to household repair/ 
needs 18 20 
Total 81+ 100 81+ 100 
The ability of the couple to communicate and share activities, 
experiences, problems and negative feelings with partners is one of the 
building blocks for a satisfying relationship. However, it has been the 
contenti i of several Filipino scientists that this characteristic is uncommon 
to Filip.nos. The data does not support such a contention. 
As to the areas of sharing experiences and activities with a spouse, 
1+1+ percent of the male respondents share activities and experiences and 
feelings/problems only with their spouse after very satisfying lovemaking, 
35 percent will share considering the right mood and timing for the spouse, 
while 18 percent can share anytime they want. For the female respondents, 
52 percent would do the same as the husband does, 1f+ percent take into 
consideration areas that will not cause misunderstanding, while only k 
percent can share and explain feelings and experiences anytime they want. 
TABLE V-C 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY AMOUNT OF EXPERIENCE SHARED 
TO SPOUSE, HANDLING STRAIN RELATIONSHIP AND PROBLEMS 
Category label 
- I share activities and experiences with 
spouse 
- I share most of the activities and 
experiences when I arrive home 
- I share activities/experience/feelings 
after satisfying lovemaking 
- I share some activities and keep things 
that will cause misunderstanding 
- I share everything anytime I want 
Total 





37 kk k3 52 
37 
k k 
8k 100 8k 100 
The process of sharing among these respondents tends to show an 
element of persistent feeling of one partner whether accepted positively or 
negatively. An element of risk is also seen for the sake of the relationship. 
This finding seems to be supported by Vancio's study: the ability of the 
couple to communicate with each other is significantly related to marital 
success. 
With regards to the experienced areas that do need mutual decision- 
making, fifty percent reported that incurring debts have to be discussed 
mutually before going into debt; family investments 38 percent, and only 
7 percent of the male respondents believed that work or employment has to 
be discussed mutually. The female respondents vary in the areas to be 
decided mutually: ways of expressing affection and child disciplino k9 
percent, desired number of children 39 percent, and child education k 
percent. On the other hand, 95 percent of the couple respondents agreed 
that the household budget has to be decided by the wife solely. This 
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fidiag is likewise supported by previous research. Esquillo in her 
study of conjugal interaction has reported, 
"the presence of three modes of conjugal decision- 
making pattern of interaction recurring among 
Marikina household respondents. The mos prevalent 
among these modes is the syncratic pattern wherein 
spouses and other family or household members decided 
on an activity jointly. The second is the wife- 
autonomy pattern whereby the wife along decides on 
some activities. This pattern recurs in six economic 
functions, five household chores and four child 
correlated concerns. Husband autonomy is another 
observed pattern which signifies that the husband 
exclusively makes the decision.'21 
22 
Likewise with the findings of Lamberte, he claims in his study 
that: 
the high degree of husband's self concept as a man 
and breadwinner makes him assert his authoritarian 
stance in the family. Thus, his strivings to earn 
more by working longer hours is most shared by his 
desire to avoid challenges when household members, more 
so the wife, draws an income higher than his own.' 
Decision-making and Children. Another element of interaction playing 
crucially in a conjugal union is decision-making. The respondents' process 
in making a decision with regard to their first two children and last two 
children varies. Seventy percent of the couple respondents tend to be 
authoritarian in deciding for their first two children, 26 percent where 
mutually coercing each other verbally to have a child while only 1+ percent 
mutually decided their first two children. In comparison to the process 
of their last two children, sixty-five percent of the couple respondents 
decided jointly the coming of their children, 29 percent still coerce 
each other to have these children and only 6 percent tend to be authoritarian 
in the process of deciding the last two children. The date indicates that 
their process of decision-making shifted from authoritarian to mutual 
discussion pattern in the last two children and indicates an improvement 
of their process of communication which can be shown in their transaction 
result. 
Esquillo, Op. Cit. 
Lamberte, Op. Cit. 
Interview-Schedule Data Patterns of 
Decision-Making: 
Authoritarian 59 70 3 6 
Verbal Coercion 22 26 2k 29 
Mutual Discussion 3 k 57 65 
TABLE VI 
DIsTuBUTIa' OF RíPONDENTS BY DECISION-MAKING ON THE FIRST 
TiO CHILDREN AND THE LAST TNO CHILDREN 
Total 8k 100 84 100 
Value of Children. Children are highly valued by the majority of the 
respondents. mighty percent of the respondents (both husbands and wives) plan 
to have another child after two-three years of NFP practice. All agreed 
that having planned children brings them closer together and more conscious 
of the growth of their relationship. The presence of children is reported 
by all respondents. The number of children per marriage ranges from 2-12, 
with a mean of k children per marriage. Twenty-five percent of the male 
respondents shared interest in experimenting a determined baby sex. 
Having a large family is seen as more desirable if one could afford 
to is agreed by 75 percent of the couple respondents for the following 
reasons: the child learns to share and be cooperative and the family has 
more funs it is a way of resisting materialism and spreading wealth. 1hile 
respondents who have a broad definition of goals and interest in social 
concerns tend to prefer a small family, respondents who are concerned about 
the adequacy of their role as homemaker preferred small/medium-sized 
families. Some respondents consider this interest in small families as 
responsible behavior, while male respondents wanting large families viewed 
children as psychological and emotional supports in their relationship. 
The findings show that planning with confidence among lower class 
families happened after having 3-7 children, and after two-three years 
First Two Last Two 
Category Label Children % Children % 
Absolute Absolute 
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devoted to the practice of NFP. It also indicates that these couples 
are open and spontaneous in discussing sex and parenthood among themselves 
and at home, compared to couples who have only casual discussions on the 
subject. 
Liu, ubel and Pato's study correlated the conjugal role relationship 
'with fertility patterns. They posited that couples who made decisions 
jointly and did things together tended to have a smaller family thal4 did 
couples whose roles are autonomous. Another proposition they advance is 
that the 'better" the interpersonal relationship between the spouses, the 
greater the likelihood of being effective in spacing the size of their 
23 
family. 
Bulatao in his work "Value of Children", reveals that the presence 
of children relatively fosters stability in marriage and family unity. 
His findings show that the most important value to parents of children is 
the latter's assistance in the former's old age.2 
B. Descriptive Analysis of the Behavioral-Psychological Dynamics Involved 
in the Interaction. 
To further examine the variables more deeply related to the processes 
such as decision-making, a behavioral-psychological interaction is employed. 
A sample correlation between the sociological data and the psychological 
data gathered is found in the table VII. 
In Part I, Psychological Data - in the iilogue on having their 
first-two-children, respondents indicate in their recorded dialogue that 
their Transactions were principally crossed as against 30 percent who 
indicated complementary dialogues. 
See ¿squillo, Martinez. Conjugal Interaction and Fertility Behavior 
Among the Filipino Urban Norkin_g Class (uezon City, IPC, Ateneo de 
Manila University, 1976), p. 280. 
Bulatao, odolfo, et al., 'The Value of Children: Cross National 








DISTRIBUTION OF RE.PONDENTS BY DiCISI0N-MAKING ON THE FIRST 
TWO CHILDREN AND THE LAST TV0 CHII,DREN 
An Example of Crossed Transaction from Recorded iorkshop Data: 
Bana: Susto ko dungagan nato and at ong anak day? 
(husband) (I would like that we will have another baby darling?) 
Uy, ambot fimo. Kita ka bitaw nga nagkapuliki nako 
niining imong anak, unya dungagan na pod? (Frowning 
voice, high pitch tone) 
(I don't know with you. You see how I am so occupied 













Part I - llorkshop Data 
Complimentary Transaction 24 30 54 62 
Crossed Transaction 56 6 22 28 
Ulerior/IXiplex Transaction 4 5 8 10 
Total 84 loO 84 loo 
Part II - Interview Schedule Data 
Patterns of Decision-Making: 
Authoritarian 59 70 3 6 
Mutual Coercion 22 26 2k 29 
Mutual Discussion 3 4 57 65 
Total 84 100 84 100 
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Crossed transaction means that unexpected and often painful and disruptive 
responses are given as stimuli. Communication breaks down. Nhen 
communication breaks down they are generally Critical or Controlling, 
and/or Subrissive or Rebellious, from the Adapted Child (AC) are the Ego 
States from which heavy negative conditional and unconditional strokes 
are given and received. Examples: The message a],ways ircludes: "I don't 
like what or the way you do thingst' or "I don't like me" and/or "I don' t 
like the way I do things." Since the Adult Ego State is mijtimally if 
at all in use, it can hardly be in an executive and monitoring position 
and therefore cannot be developing personalities in the couple. 
As to the manner of arriving at decisions about first-two-children, 
Part II shows that seventy percent of the couple respdents pointed to 
the authoritarian pattern as their principal decision-making model, against 
percent who pointed to a mutual discussion pattern. In the authoritarian 
pattern, one spouse makes the decision independently of the other, presents 
it to the other and ideally, gets consent. Although there may be no 
critical or coercive factor, there is control, often dictated and accepted 
for cultural reasons; religious or ethnic. From a Transactional 
Analysis perspective "Independently" means that the dominant spouse uses 
the Critical i-arent (CP) and not the Adult(A) while the submissive spouse 
uses the Adapted Child (AC) and not the Adult(A). The counter-communication 
element here is the discount of a spouse's capacity to contribute to the 
decision-making process on an equal footing. This implies a cultural 
pattern which is unconsdiously acted out by the couple themselves. 
In contrast to the first, the dialogues on having their last-two- 
children, indicate that a significant 62 percent of couple respondents 
recorded complementary transactions as predominant against 23 percent who 
recorded crossed. 
Example of Complementary Transaction from Recorded iorkshop Data: 
Bana 3iiningaw na man ako ug gamayng bata. Puede na kahang 
(Husband) atong sundan si Baby? 
(I am already missing a small child. Is it possible 
that we will have another following our baby now?) 
Asawa: Ako sad, morag daku-daku na man si Baby ug maayo na 
(wife) sad sundan. 
(Me too. It seems Baby is now big enough, besides its 





Sa ilnong paminaw, kaya ba nato? 
(Vhat do you think, can we afford it?) 
Kana atong sabotan pag-ayo kay taas-taas na ra ba 
ang presyo sa palaliton karon. 
(That we have to discuss carefully bcauèe prices 
of commodities nowadays have increased.) 
Complementary transaction means stimuli from one spotse are responded 
to from the expected ego states, allowing communication tc flow without 
interruption or breakdown. Communication flow generally indicates that 
trie inside, constructive ego states are operative: Nurturing Parent (NP), 
Adult (A), and Free Child (FC). Phis leaves less energy for the outside 
destructive or non-productive ego states to operate: the Critical 
Parent (CP) and the Adapted Child (AC). hen the inside ego states are 
operative, the strokes are generally positive, conditional and uncondi- 
tional, given and received. Example: The message always includes: "I 
like youI and "I like what the way you do things" or 'I like myself' and 
'I like the way I do things". Since the Adult (A) is operative at least 
internally, it is more likely to maintain an executive check on the other 
ego states. With the Adult (A) as executive the couple is expanding 
their capacities of awareness, spontaneity and intimacy, and as such are 
developing autonomously. 
dimilarly, findings in Part II show that a significant 65 percent 
of the couple respondents indicated a mutual discussion decision-making 
pattern for their last two children as against the recorded 6 percent of 
the authoritarian pattern. The mutual discussion pattern, as described 
previously alloNs both partners to take into account each other's facts 
and feelings. Their decisions emerge only after thorough discussion. 
'rom a Transactional Analysis perspective, the phrases 'take into 
accint' and 'thorough discussion' indicate a highly operative Nurturing 
Parent (NP), Adult (A) and Free Child (FC) ego state in both spouses. 
Vith the inside constructive ego states mutually acknowledged and stroked 
behaviorally, there is little likelihood of communication breaking down 
or decision-making being disrupted or unilateral. 
It should be noted here that the authoritarian pattern in decision- 
making may be characterized by complementary transactions rather than 
crossed transactions specifically where the society is strongly traditional, 
change resistant and only slightly affected by modernization. Presently, 
one culture after another is being opened to these changes. Then this 
occurs, the submissive partners can obtain new information about themselves, 
their roles and relationships, motivating them to rebel, cross transact and 
intentionally break the time-honored patterns of communication in favor of 
new relationships. 
Although the correlation between the sociological and the psychological 
data is significant on the decision-making aspect of the conjugal interaction 
of the couple respondents, it has yet to be shown through further workshop and 
application whether the other areas focussed on in the study (such as perceptions 
of self, marriage, sexual interaction, etc.) correlate to a similar degree. 
Marital Transactions. A transaction is an exchange, verbal or non-verbal, 
between two or more persons. Nhen one says 'hello" to another, and she says 
'hello" back, the exchange of hellos is called a transaction. The exchange can 
be friendly words, angry looks, gifts or throwing dishes. All conversations 
between spouses are a series of transactions, one exchange after another. 
Below are examples of the three kinds of transaction: 
- Couple respondents talking about children 
Spouse Partner's Response 
'le should not have môre than two 
kids". 
"I'm for having just two kids. Vhat 
do you think? 
"I couldn't stand having more than 
two kids.' 
P: That's not right. 
"I think two would be 
fine'. 
'ow that would give us 
more time for fun. 
You're absolute right. 
That sounds reasonable 
to me. 
No, I like number of 
kids. 
P: ) You shouldn't feel that 
way. 
"Vhy not." 
'Just as long as you 
love me." okey lang... 
Above are examples of simple complementary transactions. The lines 
of communication are parallel. They do not cross. Communication can 
flow without interruption. 
The second diagram following shows a simple transaction, with lines 
crossed. The wife asks her husband, 'Yill you prepare the table?' (Adult 
to Adult). Her husband instead of answering as expected from his adult, 
'Yes' or 'No', reacts angrily: 'Why are you always telling me what to do!' 
rhe exchange about preparing the table immediately breaks down and he 
misreads the wife's stimulus as bossy. The transaction is crossed. 
A 
.i1l ou 
Thy are you 
always telling 
me what to do? 
P 
Note: Not all crossed transactions result in unpleasant breaks in 
communication (some are witty)'. But most marital conflicts begin 
with such crosses.1' If a persons' tciult (A) is contaminated by 
his Parent or Child, his messages to another will sometimes be 
inappropriate, and result in 'misunderstandings. ' The Child in the 
husband above may have chosen to hear his wife's Adult as if it 
were his own internal, Critical or Domineering Parent.25 
Another kind of transaction that surfaced among the participants is 
called Duplex or Ulterior. This type has a covert or hidden message in it. 
The hidden message can be po5itive or negative. 
25. Leonard Campos and Paul McCormick, Introduce Your Marriage to Transac- 
tional Analysis, TA Primer (5rd edition Stockton, California: dan 
Joaquin Institute of TA, 1972). 
Husband .Vi fe 
For example: 
I'm tired tonight' 
'Lets not have sex' - Ts1e) -. 
Strokes. An important responsibility for your Adult (A) ego state 
is to see that you give and receive strokes. You need to stroke and be 
stroked whether one is old, young and jingle or ¡narried. . stroke is a 
physical caress, a word of recognition, an insult, or a slap in the face. 
It is a stimulus from another, sorne form of recognition, positive or 
negative. The findings show that 59 percent of the male respondents 
received poitjve strokes from their wives while 57 percent indicated 
that they received negative strokes from their wives. Many female 
respondents (7+ percent) reported receiving mostly positive strokes from 
their husbands and others (22 percent) received mostly negative strokes 
from the spouse. 
Strokes can be positive or negative. Positive strokes include the 
message that you are OK. They help you feel good and alive. í nod of 
appreciation, a warm hand shake, and a sincere compliment are all positive 
strokes. Negative strokes imply that you are not OK. You are negatively 
stroking someone when you shout at him, call him boring, "tenga or bulok' 
or belittle him. Negative strokes are sometimes called discounts. A 
discount is a message that reads: your needs, feelings, interests don't 
count! or a more heavy personal discount oes further: 'You don't count'. 
Strokes can be either conditional or unconditional. hen one strokes 
his wife, simply because he loves her, not to get her to do something for 
him, the stroke is unconditilal. Stroking for performance is called 
conditional stroking; e.g. '1 like her when she cooks a good dinner.' 
3troking for being you is unconditional. 'I like being with you' or 
"I like you.' 
Husband if e 
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PABLE VIII 
DLTRIBtJTION OF REONDENTS BY KIN OS OF 3TROKE RCIVED 
FROM ONE ANOTHER 
The findings on strokes show that 65 percent of the husbands received 
mostly unconditional strokes from their spouse and only 28 percent indicated 
that they received mostly conditionaistrokes, while 12 percent of the 
respondents did not respond. Miong the female respondents 58 percent 
indicated that they received mostly unconditional strokes from their 
husbands while 37 percent received conditional strokes. The strokes shared 
by these sample respondents are heavily non-verbal compared to the verbal 
type of strokes. This confirms the findings that culturally most Filipino 
couples communicate more non-verbally than verbally. 
txamples of Non-Verbal Communications between spouses include: a 
smile, a movement upward (+) or downward, thumbs up, raising of the eyebrows, 






















































Total 84 ioo 81+ 100 
laughter, nd shrug of the shoulders, etc. 
Ego States. The ego-gram is a simple but graphic way of showing 
iow each partner uses his/her ego states. Each of the ego states has its 
own ways of feeling and thinking and behaving. The Parent for nurturing 
or controlling herself/himself and others; the Adult for staying in touch 
with reality, the Child for having fun, and being creative. To measure 
which ego states are conitonly used the respondents were asked to graph 
their individual ego-grams and compare them with the spouses' ego-gram. 












L)ISTRIBUTION 0F .P0NDENT.3 BY GRAPHING GO STATES MOST 
COMMONLY USED AND LEAST COMMONLY U3D N THiIA 
M :ITAL INTERACTION 
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Nurturing Parent-Adult-Free Child 
(IIP-A-Fc) 45 54 37 46 
Critical Parent-Adapted Child 
(cP-Ac) 37 +2 4i 52 
Not clear graph 2 2 2 2 
Tot al 84 ioo 84 100 
It may noted that the table on igo States put several sets of Sgo 
State functions together. The Nurturing Parent (NP), the Adult (A) and 
the Free Child (FC) are grouped together. The Critical Parent (CP) and 
the Adapted Child (AC) are separated into another group. The data was 
gathered in this manner because of the writer's focus on ego states, 
transactions and strokes that contributed to and/or detracted from the 
interaction between couple respondents. Nonetheless, there are exceptions 
to this mie. Generally the (OP), (A) and (NP) contribute to communjcation 
flow and may enchance the couples chances of success in Decision-making, 
Conflict-Resolution, Child Planning, etc. The (CP) and the (AC) generally 
impair communication and so make successful interaction unlikely. 
The sample correlation between the sociological and psychological 
data included only the Decision-making patterns from the sociological 
interviews and the transactions from the Psychological findings. Although 
the correlations will not be expanded in this descriptive and exploratory 
study, it is interesting to note that the analysis of the other psychological 
data (i.e., ego states, strokes) also shows an initial correlation comple- 
mentary to and supportive of the correlation shown between 1ansactions and 
Patterns of Decision-Making. Further research is necessary in order to 
confirm these tentative correlations. 
C. Descri.tion of the Factors that Corn rise Conu al Interaction as 
Perceived by the Couple Respondents 
Measuring patterns of interaction among couples proved to be a 
delicate task owing to the fact that these elements are interrelate4. To 
measure and cross-check whether these variables belong to the same element, 
the principal component analysis with various rotation, found in the SPSS 
(Statistical Package for Social Services) program for factor analysis was 
used. As a result, these factors were based on the reduced number of 
variables from the original categorized variables. The results reaffirm 
variation of perception between husband and wife as to self, marriage, 
children, sexual interaction, conflict-handling and decision-making. 
1. Ten variables load significantly in the first factor. Those 
with high loadings are on the perception of self, feelings experienced and 
behavior manifested. The remaining variables like role perception, likeable 
tr&its, feelings experienced and manifested behavior have moderate loadings. 
This rotation has an eigen value of 7.767.5 and a percent of variations of 
2'+.50. The wife's data shows a heavy loading in one's role perception, 
in likeable traits, and its feelings experienced and manifested behavior 
with an eigen value of 6.8160 and a percent of variation of 23.50. 
Four variables load significantly on the second factor, taking 
perception of sex, marital act, and perceived effect of Natural Family 
Planning practice on sex life as high loads, while variables on perceived 
demands of marital act, frequency of marital coitus, perception of orgasm, 
feelings experienced on sex perception and perceived measures of sexual 
satisfaction have moderate loadings. These factors have an eigen value 
of 5.31+ and a percent variation of 17.00. The wife's data on the second 
factor loads significantly in the following variables: perceived demands 
of marital act, perception of orgasm, perception of sex, feelings 
experienced by sex perception and perceived effect of Natural ?amily 
Planning practice on the marital bond. Variables like perceived measures 
of sexual satisfaction, perception of marital act, effect of NFP practice 
on sex life and feelings of the frequency of marital coitus load moderately. 
These variables have an eigen value of 5,656 and a percent of variation 
of 19.50. 
Three variables load significantly on the third factor, taking 
ways of handling: financial problems, strained relationships, controversial 
issues and marital conflict. Variables on handling personal problems and 
familial problems load moderately. rhe loadings show a general concern for 
income management and home issues while the significant loads focus on the 
process of the same variables. These factors have an eigen value of 3.221+ 
and a percent of variation of 10.20. The wife's data shows heavy loadings 
on two variables only: handling strained relationships and controversial 
issues, while personal problems and financial problems load moderately. 
These variables have an eigen value of 1.389+5 and a percent of variation 
of k.8. 
2+. The fourth factor demonstrates expectations and growth of Natural 
Family Planning practice to these practitioners. Husband and wife data 
show two variables load as significant: perceived effect of Natural ?amily 
Planning practice to spouse and perception of a good spouse, while variables 
50 
on: perceived effect of Natural Family Plannirtg practice to marital bond, 
perception of successful marriage, perceived challenge of Natural Family 
Planning practice to married life and marriage percepioa load moderately. 
The factors show concern for the growth of the marital bond and at the 
same time are not in isolation, but shared with the other couples. These 
variables have an eigen value of 4.O3Lf and a percent of variation of 5.0. 
5. The last factor is demonstrating the value of children in 
married life. Two variables load highly: motivation for spacing chiflren 
and reasons for accepting the Natural Family Planning approach, while 
variables perceived benefit of children, motivations for having another 
baby, reasons for limiting number of children and perceived topics that 
motivate the continued practice of Natural Family Planning load moderately. 
These variables have an eigen value of 1.25785 and a percent of variation 
of +.0. The wife's data loads heavily on variables: motivations of 
having another baby, perceived effect of family planning practice to 
marital bond, while motivations of spacing children and perceived benefits 
of having children load moderately with an eigen value of 0.33628 and a 
percent of variation of 2.9. These loadings show concern for the fundamental 
values underlying birth control. 
D. Description of the Social Class Variation in the Perception of Conjugal 
Interaction Before Acceptance of Natural Family Planning Practice 
This portion is limited to the couple respondents' views on marriage, 
sex and children as seen from different social classes. The use of social 
class variations in presenting the findings may give the reader an understand- 
ing of the dyad interaction and the family characteristics of a certain 
social class. 3econdly, social class as an analytical tool for studying 
significant variations in describing many facets of social thought and 
behavior is a challenging approach to social researchers in a developing 
country. 
Lower Class Family. The lower class used here includes twenty-five 
to thirty percent of the total sample. To go into all the variations of 
lower class life, as related to rural-urban, geographical, migrant or non- 
migrant, and ethnic factors would demand additional chapters or even 
another study. Hence, in this study lower class refers to the group with 
26. ainwater, . Cit., p. 62. 
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common social characterjstics such as: formal education of six years 
or less while the male's occupation is generally semi-skilled or unskilled 
and his work pattern is often sporadic, with periods of employment and 
unemployment. Their wives are also working in domestic service. The 
total income of the husband is rarely 300_L+OO pesos a month. iL1heir place 
of residence is found in crowded areas of the city or in old homes converted 
jato rooms located in non-legalized housing areas. 
Lower class husbands in this study follow a pattern of early and 
steady dating. They do very little shopping around through random dating 
for the eventual marriage partner. They do not seem to have regarded 
themselves as an active chooser of a mate but are inclined to think simply 
that 'jt was just tirn&', 'somehow it was settled', or 'we just did it'. 
iarely do they express strong feelings for making a decision to marry. 
The pattern óf thinking and planning needed in seeking out the best mate 
and planning marriage is often alien to them. 
The Rainwater study also reveals that lower class adolescents rarely 
show initiative in seeking or choosing marriage partners.2 Joing steady 
in the lower class then bears a different quality of relationship than in 
the middle class. This relationship is characterized by a lack of planning 
and often the desire to escape from role frustrations and home responsibi- 
lities rather than entering new roles with anticipation. 3tress on immediate 
satisfactions and present time restrictions often make datin, and courtship 
in the lower class less of a process leading to marriae as it often does 
in the middle class. 
Attitudes on pre-marital sex are rather restricted although the male 
sees sexual conquest as a strong sign of masculinity. fhe lower class 
female views virginity as one of her strongest weapons in acquiring a 
husband. 
Marriage. In the lower class, marriage may mean simply that a couple 
is living together, and whether they are legally married in a church or in 
a civil ceremony is often of little importance. The lower class woman 
expects little from her husband. She is willing to settle for some 
permanence in a not too happy relationship because she feels nothing better 
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is to be gained from a man. They enter marriage at a young age, because 
the woman, for example, feels somewhat lost when she outgrows the status 
of a daughter and often wishes to escape from role and home responsibilities. 
Marriage to her calls for big a celebration and often parries little 
significant change in role behavior. 'or the men, marriae means complete 
sexual rights and for the female, that the husband will at least contribute 
something to their living expenses. At the beginning of their marriage, 
the lower class couple often do not set up any kind of home of their own. 
They move into homes of relatives, in-laws or friends. Only ten percent 
move into their own rented homes. Iisure time is not usually pursued by 
the husband and wife as a paired relationship. hen the husband is home, 
he usually wants to be let alone and not be bothered with things to do. 
hen he goes out, he goes more often with other men than his wife. .Phe 
wife's social life often centers around relatives or friends of the same 
sex whose husbands are doing the same thing. Once again, it may be pointed 
out that the male keeps his world masculine to reinforce his masculinity. 
So, the lower class male often does not see any particular difference 
between his social role before and after marriage. If he gives his earnings 
to his wife, he defines himself as being a good husband. 
Lower class women are more likely to want bheir husbands first to 
be good providers and good lovers. The meaning of 'good lover' extends 
far beyond sexual relation to the much broader desire for some consideration 
of them by their husbands. On the other hand, the husband sees 'good lover' 
as a meaningful way of showing emotional consideration to his wife but is 
not often willing because it is not seen as masculine behavior. The primary 
role of the woman centers around her being a mother, rather than a wife 
and also meeting the day-to--day needs of the family. The husbands restrict 
their definition of a good wife to the mother-housekeeper component. 
Marital coitus. Since the lower class marriage is of a patriarchal 
nature when the husband is around, the male tends to be patriarchal in his 
assumed rights of authority, but commonly not in his obligations. Jue to 
the lack of marital UsharingI, sexual satisfaction for tne lower class is 
basically for the male. Both husbands and wives feel that sexual qualif j- 
cation for the wife is much less important, so that, at least wives seem 
generally content when intercourse results in the husband's pleasure even 
if not their own. Sexually, satisfying her indicates to the wife that she 
27. Ibid., p. 26. 
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continues to have the sex tweaponv in dealing with him. A 'good wife" 
in the lower class is not expected to show any great interest in, or 
satisfaction with marital sex. Being interested in sex, even with her 
husband, may raise questions about her 'goodness" as a woman. It 
logically follows that extramarital relations are acceptable for the 
male, but severely condemned for the female. The wife is expected to be 
completely faithful; even the slightest flirtations are seriously 
regarded. The greatest threat to the lower class wife from her husband's 
philandering is often not her "ego" loss but the implied loss of the use 
of marital coitus as an important/control influence over her husband. 
Value of Children. The attitudes and patterns of the lower class 
in regard to sex are closely related to some of the attitudes about having 
children. 2he woman who both desires and bears children is strongly 
approved because having children is seen as the woman's primary reason 
for being. This statement is also supported by Rainwater's study.27 he 
lower class woman accepts these values; she not only gants children but 
she wants a number of them too. lier own experience of growing up in a 
large family with poverty around her does not deter her from moving into 
the same situation. The male's interest in children tends to center around 
his own ego needs, rather than around interest in the children. He sees 
getting his wife pregnant as one of the few signs of masculine effectiveness. 
Given the woman's strong desire for children and the man's view that his 
wife's pregnancies are a sign of his masculinity, attempts to control and 
space his children are limited. Lower class limitation of family size 
is often "a subject of fantasy and tentative goals, ' but not one in which 
concerted effort is spent. ven when the lower class woman wants to 
practice contraception she often gets little help or understanding from 
her husband. The lower class male sees contraception as interfering with 
his sexual rights. Limitation and spacing among the lower class develop 
after they have several children. Thus, the notion of shared responsibi- 
lity in parenthood is largely absent in these families. i"athers reaction 
to his children is generally determined by his moods. He can be indulgent 
if he feels like it, because he does not concern himself with the rearing 
of children. hen the father is home, the home is father-centered not 
child-centered as in the case of lower middle class. Lower class mothers 
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have very limited expectations from the çhildren. The hope that the child 
will be successful someday aDd move out of the lower class condition is 
outside their realm of possibility. 
conflict Handling. The father's role in a lower class family is 
ûf ten sporadic. Vhen he is at home, he displays his sense of 'rights'. 
He is not open for violation or interference with his decisions from either 
wife or children. Phis may be due to the depressed nature of the home 
condition or setting that often stirs his male feelings of frustration 
and suspicion of control by the wife. 
Lower4Iiddle Class. The group presented in this section is compósed 
of couples whose: 1) husbands are employed and/or self-employed; 2) wives 
have home skills occupation; 3) education of 7-12 years or less; k) family 
income is over 600-.900 pesos a month; 5) resíding in their own homes 
constructed by their own efforts. 
Narriage: 
The lower middle class wife accepts the naturalness of the traditional 
wife-mother role voluntarily. She meets certain needs of the husband, 
cares and rears children and maintains the home. /Ihile she might have some 
frustrations and dissatisfactions in fulfilling these roles, she accepts 
being a helpmate to her husband as a 'natural" behavioral pattern of a 
woman, enjoying a secondary po'ier and prestige relationship. Her primary 
role centers around having children, running household chores and mana4ng 
the day-to-day needs of children. 
Chjldrén: 
She had little control over her pregnancy before the Natural Family 
Planning course was launched. As a result she had a number of children. 
She invests more time not only regarding the physical heaLth of the children, 
but is also conscious of the contacts and experiences of her children for 
personality development. Nost wives see their children as their property 
and their responsibility. It is through their children that the wife 
fulfills herself and her potentialities as well as attaining peronaI. 
significance. 
Sex Expressions: 
The lower middle class female is conditioned to reserve her sexual 
expressions only for marriage. She accepts the belief that sexual relations 
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only go with being married. She accepts this role as natural and views 
sexual relation with sorne degree of anticipation and anxiety. In spite 
of frustrating experiences, she does not view the relationship as an 
unli:4tad series of events but rather an expression of love for her 
spouse. The lower middle class man perceives sexual activity exclusively 
for personal satisfaction, but consider one's spouse as important. He 
seeks personal assurance through the sexual relationship. 
Upper Middle Class. The middle class illustrated here live in a 
house where servants are employed to help handle household chores, and 
have an educational attainment of 1k years and above. The family has 
money and are adequately maintaining a semi-upper class style of life with 
an average monthly income of 2,000 pesos and above. By occupation they 
are the proprietors, managers and professionals. Generally the mother 
does not devote a great deal of time rearing her children because others 
handle their day-to-day care. 
Marriage: 
Being an adult and married are general concepts viewed as related to 
these couples. The desire to seek and achieve status marks fulfillment 
once married. Among the wives marriage is still a female adult career 
which is most socially valued. Men have been socialized toward this 
important role in performing a financially stable occupation. Being a good 
provider as husband and father contributes to the over-role as an adult 
male. A woman views marriage as a means of achieving economic independence 
from her parents. She makes an investment in the husband's ability to 
provide her future economic security, thereby placing her economic future 
in her husband's hands. hile they maintain separate households, they do 
not conceive of themselves as a unit apart from the larger kin group. 
The availability of money and knowledge opens up other areas of 
interests needed to pursue a way of life and develop less dependence on the 
marriage relationship. The increasing level of education for women has had 
a strong influence in the acceptance of her traditional-wife-mother role. 
it creates a sense of intellectual need and interest which they find 
difficult to satisfy within the traditional rolesetting. Vomen have 
developed capacities for other interests and often have a strong desire to 
seek fulfillment. Twenty-one percent of these women are involved in 
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different parish apostolic work and civic organizations. The relationship 
to the husband continues to be important, but the nature of relationship 
changes. ives are interested in a relationship of equality and want to 
be viewed not as a helpmate but as a partner. The role confusion and 
social change seems to be an important factor underlying the partnership 
that vives desire. Thus, the middle class wife's problems of role 
adjustment are not due to personal inadequacy. The old roles are no 
longer appropriate and new ones of equal social and personal acceptance 
need to be developed. 
Smployed ;ives: 
Technological change leads a number of middle class wives to join 
in the work force, thus reducing their household chores and increasing the 
need to employ helpers to take over many traditional functions. A large 
number of the wives have left the homes for either part-time or full-time 
employment. The job for the woman meets economic and personal needs rather 
than the drive to pursue a career. vies joining their husbands in the 
work force share the responsibility of providing family income and 4ve up 
the notion of breadwinning as an exclusively male role. Some wives express 
the notion that they constitute a threat to their huaband's sense of 
masculinity and this becomes an area of disagreement for some couples. 
Sex 
Sexual satisfaction patterns seem similar to the lower class male 
attitudes that it is basically for the male. Both husbands and wives feel 
that sexual satisfaction for the wife is much less important. Generally 
most of the wives seem to be content with intercourse resulting ín the 
husband's pleasure even if not their own. .ives are expected to be completely 
faithful. For the males, extra-marital adventures are not barred, though 
they may try to keep them from their married partners. In most cases, the 
husband sees his potential world of sexual outlet in the darne way as he did 
when he was single. dives tend to endure a non-vulgarized infidelity if 
carried on with discretion. 
Children 
Middle class women have been concerned with their pregnancies. Vith 
the development of contraceptives, most of them used different methods of 
contraception prior to natural family planning use but have not been freed 
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from some unwanted pregnancies. When the father is not home, the home 
is child centered. Both husbands and wives have a high aspiration level 
for their children. Family lines perpetuate themselves through their 
children and thus, having a son is particularly important. 2he motivations 
for having less children are due to their aspirations for things that must 
be achieved and in the search for more time to demonstrate a wife 's role 
while facing reduced time in the mother's role. Vith the acceptance of 
Natural Family Planning, both husbands and wives focus on the psychological 
health of their children and give a greater commitment to emotional balance 
and nqt oiiy concern for their physical health. 
. Description of the Socio-ïconomic Characteristics of the 3uccessful 
Natural 'amily Planning Practitioners: 
Present Age 
.ge distribution of respondents range from 25-50 years for the 
husbands and 20_1+0 for the wives. The average age of male respondents is 
31+.988 with a standard deviation of 7.683; while that of the female 
respondents is 31.536 with a standard deviation of 5.152. 
This indicates that a majority of the husbands fall within the middle 
years group as well as the wives. 
Classes 
The greatest number of male respondents (57 
ages ranging rom 26-30. On the other hand, most w 
earlier age, i.e., between 21-25 years of age. In 
categories, only a smaller percentage settled down 
among the female respondents. The average age of 
marriage is 2k.8k5 with a standard deviation of 0. 
age of wivesat marriage is 21.583. 
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TABLE IX 




DISTRIBUTION 0F RESPONDENTS BY AGE AT MARRIAGE 
percent) marry between 
ives marry at a much 
both respondents 
in their thirties 
the husband at 






31 - 35 13 16 
26 - 30 k8 56 6 7 
21 - 25 23 28 Lf 5 5k 
15 - 20 33 39 
Total 8k 100 8k loo 
Mean 2k. 8k5 21 .583 
Standard Deviation . k02 2.272 






- kO 18 20 26 31 
31 - 35 32 20 25 
25 - 30 15 18 23 27 
20 - 25 15 17 
Total 3L1. 100 3L4 100 
Mean 34.988 31. 536 
Standard Deviation 7.633 5.152 
Age at Marriage 
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Length of Marriage 
Length of marriage refers to the number of years a couple has been 
living together with or without the benefit of eccleiatical or civil 
marriage. A considerable number of respondents (33 percent) have been 
iiving together for 10-12 years, or less as shown in the table in the 
table below. 
On the average, most of the respondents, have been married or have 
stayed together for about 9-10 years (x = 9.476, S = 0.437). his seems 
to indicate that the respondents are young couples, con3idering the number 
of years of marriage or taking into account the years they have lived 
together. 
TABLE XI 
DISTRIBUTION 0F RESPONDENTS BY LENGTH 0F MARIA3 
The average number of children per couple is 1.917 for males and 
2.143 l'or females with a standard deviation of 0.171 for males and 1.784 
for females. Compared with the national average, which is 6 per couple, 
the data suggest a much lower average number of children per couple in 
the area of study. Phis can be explained in terms of the number of years 
the couples have been staying together. As stated earlier the respondents 
are young couples in the sense that 48 percent have been married for a 
shorter duration, less than 9-10 years. 
Classes Absolute Percentage 
16-18 4 '4 
13-15 13 15 
10-12 23 
7- 9 11 13 
4- 6 20 25 
1- 3 8 10 
Total 8 100 
Number of Children 
Types of Family Structure 
It has been a common contention that the tye oj family structure 
prevailing in the rural areas is the extended type. However, the present 
investigation disclosed that 55 percent of the cases show the family is 
strictly nuclear, that it is basically composed of father, mother and 
unmarried children. Only 35 percent belong to the extended type which 
includes a parent of any of the spouses, or other bilateral relatives. 
Segraphical Mobility 
Thirty-five perc3nt of the respondents had transferred residence 
at least once; in fact all but 51 percent previously occupied one-three 
other dwellings. Moreover, among the reasons cited for their transfer are 
the following: nearness to place of work, opportunities of other jobs and 
proximity to friends. The current residence pattern is neolocsl (couples 
reside away from either spouse's parents) in 50 percent of tne cases, 
virilocal (couples reside with or near husbands' parents) in 25 cases, 
uxorilocal (couple reside with or near wife'3 parents) in 25 cases. 
TABL1 II 
DISTRIBUTION 0F R SPONDENTS BY SSI ON TI AL HISTORY 
60 
Classes Absolute Percent 
Once 29 35 
Twice 1+3 51 
rhrice 5 6 
None 7 8 
Total 31 100 
Mean 2.071 
Standard Deviation O.1+7 
Place of Orj[Djn 
The relative predominance of the neolocal pattern corresponds with 
the fact that most husbands are migrants: k percent have come from the 
Visayas region, 5k percent of the wives have come from the different parts 
of Midanao and only 25 percent are Iligan-born women. 
ducational attainment refers to the number of years an individual 
spent in school. The findings show that the typical respondent is at 
least an elementary school graduate. The table in the next page shos 
that generally husbands and wives in the target area are more or less on 
the same educational level. 
TABLE IX 
DI32RIBUTION OF 3P0Ni)ENT3 BY i)UCA2IONAL ArTAINMENT 
TABLH XIII 







No schooling - - 
Primary - 4 years or less 7 8 - - 
Intermediate - 6 years 38 46 26 31 
High School - 6-lo years 12 15 26 31 






Iisayas/Luzon 57 45 18 21 
Iligan 11 14 21 25 
Mindanao +1 45 5k 
Total 84 100 34 100 
Mean 2.056 2.321 
.Standard Deviation 0.950 0.809 
Educational Attainment 
Mean 8.595 9.238 
Ctandard Deviation 0.420 
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Apostolic Vork Involvement 
Although almost all of the respondents are Catholic, 1 percent 
acknowledge their being inactive members of the parish chXrch Their 
involvement with the parish church is focussed only on rituals and 
sacramental functions. A significant number of rosonents açe involved 
in apoetolic activities. Sixty-three percent of the husbands and 51 
percent of the wives are involved in family life work like conducting 
motivational seminars for potential practitioners, assisting in conducting 
marriage enrichment seminars and health nutrition seminars, while a 
sinificant number of women are involved in labor problems like formation 
of support groups. The findings indicate the willingness an ability of 
couples to share and respond to community activities and social needs. 
mployment Status 
Aside from its implication on the study, a knowledge of the employment 
status of the respondents would give additional insight into the socio- 
economic situation of the couples. As usual, the findings point to the 
male dominance in the labor market. Data disclose that more husbands than 
wives comprise the employed force. This is not at all surprising since 
the husbands are the recognized head of the family and the main family 
provider. However, quite a number of wives are part of the employed force. 
This indicates the awareness of the wives in helping to augment family income. 
TABLi XIV 
DISTRIBUTION OF P0NDTS BY PIOYMT STTUS 





Lmployed 58 57 ¿+5 52 
Self-employed 26 31 28 
Housekeeper (unemployed) 11 1L+ 
To;al 3Lf loo 3'+ 100 
Mean 1.607 2.+88 
Standard Deviation 0.106 1.+85 
Oc cupat ion 
The findings on occupations revealed that 37 percent of the husbands 
are engaged in white-collar jobs. They are working as government employees, 
logistics officers, policemen, teachers, rivate company engineers, 
accounLanta, clerks, surveyors and mechanic supervisors. 3y contrast, 
percent are engaged in blue-collar jobs like: maintenance workers, 
electricians, drivers, mechanics, rig drivers and machine operators. This 
is a re.suit of the continuous industrialization of Lanao del Norte. At 
present there are 1k industrial companies which employ the residents of 
Lanao del Norte. Twenty percent are self-employed groups like tailors, 
bank painter, and photographers. Only 7 percent are involved in farming 
and fishing jobs. A minimal k percent are big businessmen of the area. 
ri XVI 
i1SrRIBUTION Oi? R&dPON3ENT3 3Y iONTtiLY 'AMILY INCOME 
Attendance of Non-Formal ducation Classes 
Although the data seem to suggest that almost all the respondents had 
some formal schooling, the majority (5k percent) belong to the low-educational 
level roup. 11his phenomena may be attributed to the scarcity of high 
schools and colleges in the rural area. Moreover, their low economic 
condition hinders many of the people in the countryside from pursuing 
higher education. Nonetheless, the presence of the Mercy Family Life Courses 
enable 100 percent of the respondents to avail themselves of these classes 







2,000 and above .3 3 Upper-Middle 
900 - 1,999.99 19 22 Upper-Hiidie 
700 - 899.99 15 18 Lower-Middle 
500 - 699.99 20 2k Lower-Middle 
300 - k99.99 27 33 Lower 
Mean 609.333 
Standard Deviation k53. 527 
Income 
The monthly income of the family accounted for the sum total of 
outputs from both direct and indirect sources of income earned during the 
month of May 1977 (a month before the interview was made). The indirect 
sources were the total amount, either in cash or in kind, earned from 
either primary or secondary sources or from both occupations of the couple. 
The indirect sources were those derived from the material assistance either 
in cash or in kind received by the family. 
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TABLE XV 
DISTRIBUTION OF ISSPONDTS BY CURNT OCUWATION 
Mean 5.238 2.929 






Business/Vendors 3 k 13 15 
Professional 2k 29 0 28 
Farmer/Dressmaker/Beautician k 5 15 17 
Fishermen 2 2 
Officer employee 7 8 15 17 
Laborer (electrician, mechanics, 
drivers, etc.) 27 32 
Tailor/Barber/Painter/Photographers 17 20 - 
ilousekeepers - 11 13 
Total 8k 100 3k 100 
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CHAPTER IV 
S UNMARY, CONCLIL3I ONS AN I) RECOMNN DATIONS 
Summary 
Aware of the complexity of determining the inner dynamics of 
conjugal relationship, the writer believes it is imperative to explore 
and discover these intricate patterns of interaction. The importance of 
this investigation rests on the commonly-accepted fact that specific 
individual acts or behaviors are definitely a function of views and 
meanings sribed by the individual actor to a certain stimulus or 
situation. 
1 
The primary concern of this present investigation is to identify 
the perceived patterns of marital interaction; describe the behavioral 
and psychological dynamics involved in the interaction; determine the 
differences of respondents' perceptions by social class; brins to the 
surface the factors of elements comprising these identified patterns and to 
describe the socio-economic characteristics of these respondents. 
This portion particularly describes the delineated factor structures 
generating from the factor analyzed series of variables. Accompanying the 
description of factors is a discussion of their corresponding components. 
The delineated empirical factor structure serves as the respondents 
perceived elements of marital interaction. 
Identified Patterns and Factors Comprising Marital Interaction as Perceived 
by the Respondents 
Resulting factor structures generally disclose five patterns of 
respondents' answers. A pattern of similarities in perception is noticeable 
in the responses of both groups. However in some cases certain differences 
are likewise observable. Based on the factor analysis results, the 
respondents' perceived elements of marital interaction can be identified 
as follows: perception of self, perception of marriage, sexual interaction, 
conflict handling, decision-making and the value of children. 
1. 'N I Thomas Citing Robert Merton in Social Theory an4 Social Research, 
(New York: The Free Press, A Division of the MacMillan Company, 
Inc., 1957). 
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Perception of Self. The factor content indicated by perception 
of self dimensions are: 1) self perception, feelings experienced regarding 
their self perception, behavioral manifestation of one's self perception, 
2) perception of one's role, perceived likeable traits, and 3) feelings 
experienced and behavior manifested by one's role perception. The total 
indicates a pattern of thinking, feeling and behaving. It is a 
phenomenological identification of the inner capacities or energies which 
can be observed by others. This facility of self-awareness is increased 
as respondents verbalize and share with others what they experience inter- 
nally. Among the significant insights which surfaced in this particular 
element are the following: first, the presence of the struggle to become 
one's real self in an atmosphere of communal beloagingness; secondly, 
the ability to differentiate roles and the willingness to move from one 
role to another as the demands of the situation created a mechanism for 
satisfying marital interaction. 
Perception of Marriag. The perception of marriage dimension 
includes the following factor content.: 
marriage perception, b) perception of spouse, c) perceived effect of 
Natural Family Planning on spouse, d) effect of the NFP practice on the 
marital bond and the perceived challenge of NFP to married life. This 
particular element is related to the couples' optimism about their future 
life in spite of problems and sorrows. Possession of this awareness about 
their different capacities is self-directing along the path of marital bond 
building. 
Sexual Interaction. Another salient factor perceived by the 
respondents is the couple's orientation regarding sex. The corresponding 
factor contents include the following: a) perception of sex, and orgasm; 
feelings experienced regarding these perceptions; c) manifested behavior 
during fertile period of the spouse; a) perceived effect of NFP practice 
to sex life; e) perceived measures and demands for sexual satisfaction. 
These factors are related to the respondents' widened understanding of 
sexuality. Of importance is the idea that physical closeness, through the 
medium of touch and fusion, aids the couple to give oneself to each other 
totally, and thereby affirm each other's sexual identity and personal 
significance. Sexuality reaffirms the natural bonding power of the sexual 
act and signifies the uniqueness of the personal bond through the principle 
of exclusiveness. 
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A significant number of couple respondents no longer view sex 
beyond the control of an individual. Sex is accepted as part of the 
total marital interaction process, not without disregard for the importance 
of socio-cultural and psychological elements present in this relationship. 
Conflict-Handling/Decision-Making. The essence of the respondents' 
pe.ceived conjugal conflict-handling factor is related to the overt 
behavioral manifestations of disagreement and agreement patterns of the 
spouses. Its related factor contents include: a) process of handling 
controversial issues; b) strained relationships; c) marital conflicts 
financial problems, and a) personal problems. 
Generally, the respondents manner of handling and solving problems 
appears to be healthy. Although a majority of the couples indicated 'verbal 
coercion pattern as their common approach to decision-making, seventy-two 
percent of the same reEpondents find arguments to be stimulating and 
enjoyable. Thus arguments among these respondents are viewed as a form of 
dialogue and entertainment and so contribute a positive dimension of marital 
interaction. 
The process of sharing activities and experiences with the spouse 
tends to show two elements of communication: persistent feeling and risk. 
Persistent feeling means that among these respondents there is a pattern in 
the attitude of sharing one's feelings with the spouse even when these are 
not all positive; and risk means sharing a hidden part of herself/himself 
even at the price of possibly being rejected or misunderstood. Of course a 
few still hide certain issues from their spouse if they think these might 
create unpleasant scenes. The contention of various Filipino scientists 
that sharing and communication of personal and negative feelings is a rare 
cnaracteristics among Filipino couples is not supported by the male 
respondents' expression of these feelings as substantiated in this study. 
Value of Children. The last element of interaction discovered is the 
value of children in married interaction. The component factors include: 
a) motivation for spacing children; b) perceived benefits of having children; 
c) belief$ on children; a) perceived effect of N1'P practice on the marital 
bond. 
These factors seem to indicate the chanes in child-bearing and 
child-rearing today. Children of course remain vitally important but 
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bu planned pregnancies ensure a desirable number of living children. 
All respondents agree that having planned children brings them closer 
together and more conscious of tne growth in the quality of their marital 
retionship. Having a large fanily is seen as desirable (if one can 
afford it) by seventy five of the couple respondents for the folloing 
reasons: children learn to share and be cooperative, as a way of 
preventing too much materialism. Further, the same respondents view 
children .s psychological and emotional supports for tfleir relationship. 
In comparison, respondents who have a broad definition of goals and interest 
in social concerns tend to prefer small or medium sized families. These 
couples inricate this preference as responsible behavior on their part. 
The most important reason indicated in the desire for children centers 
around the ego-needs of the parents. Children as answers to couples' 
ego-needs do not imply selfish motives, but rather a very human need that 
parents want to be involved in giving and receiving love from their 
children. 
Behavioral-Psychological Dynamics Involved in the Conjugal Interaction 
The data gathered for the behavioral-psychological dynamics that 
either contribute to the conjual interaction, or present ciifficulties, are 
focused on ego states, strokes and transactions. 
The finding on ego states shows that the majority of the couple 
resp9ndents use ego states as a contribution to the communication-flow for 
successful decision-making, conflict resolution and child planning. Only 
a limited number of couple respondents impair communication because of 
inability to energize constructive ego states. However, the data on 
transactions show that a formative intervention in between the respondents 
decisjc)n-rnakin on the first-two-children and the last-two-children was 
provided by the Natural Family Planning Program of te Mercy Family Life 
Center. All couple respondents employed crossed transactional, authoritarian 
decision-making patterns in the choice of the first-two-children. In 
contrast, the same group used complementary transactions and mutual decision- 
making patterns in the decision for the last-two-children. Chi difference 
may be due to Mercy Family Life Center's program which requires that couples 
interested in being accepted as Natural Family Planning practitioners have 
to undergo a series of four two-day workshops involving subjects on biology, 
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psychology, theology and the spirituality of a wholistic approach to 
Family Ljfe. i'he program's role on changing the transactional decision- 
making patterns of these couples can serve as worthwhile data to jmplementors 
and policy makers of Family Life progr&ms. 
Although a substantial majority has reached high school and collegiate 
levels, the data on strokes indicate that the sharing of recognition among 
couples is heavily non-verbal. Only a sprinkling of couple respondents 
indicate verbal forms. It is worth nentionin that strokes are directed 
mostly to vork and perforrriance of task, rather than for his/her being a 
Derson. 
The findings also pointed out that formal education does not guarantee 
a flowing, mutual interaction of the couples unless both worked it out during 
the married years. 
The sample correlation between the sociological-psychological data 
included only the decision-riaking patterns, deduced from the structured 
interviews and from the workshops, providing valuable insights for this 
dimension. Although the correlation will not be expanded in this descriptive 
and exploratory study, it is interesting to note that the analysis of the 
other behavioral data, i.e., ego states and strokes also shows an initial 
correlation to the sociological data on patterns of decision-making. Chus, 
further research is necessary on the interrelatedness of the decision-making 
factor and of the other sociological data (i.e., perception of self, marriage, 
sexual interaction, conflict handling and the value of children) to the 
behavioral-psychological data (i.e., ego states, transact and strokes), 
selected for this study. This would provide impetus for program planning 
in the future, especially in a developing ccintry where couples value 
children and large families very much. 
Variations of Perception by Social Class Limited to Marriage, ex and 
Children Before acceptance of Natural Family Planning 
The complexity of marriage, specifically marital interaction, is to 
state a generality that stresses common patterns. \nyone who studies the 
family quickly realizes that within Filipino marriage and family, many 
significant variations exit. For example, there are significant 
differences by social class, income, education, perceptions and other back- 
ground. 'The decision to concentrate on the lower, lower middle, and upper 
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middle class i8 due to the fact that 'various values related to social 
class position are acquired during formative years and they often seem 
'natural' to the individual.'2 Norms and values differ from one social 
l:,iss to another, but whatever they are, they help guide social interaction 
and provide indicators for researchers in making evaluations. 
The husband and wife relationship in the three classes presented 
is bound to vary a great deal with different couples. 'Che lower class 
marriages are characterized by the male concern for maintaining his 
masculinity and augmenting his economic power for survival. Che wife's role 
is in the home and sorne try to accept some type of domestic :ervice 
occupation to augment family income. Thus, when the father is home, the 
home is father-centered and his strong sense of "authority and rights ' are 
not open to violation or interference from either wife or children. 
Limitation and spacing seem to have been developed only after they have 
several children. Thus the notion of shared responsibility is largely 
absent in lower class families, while lover middle class wives accept the 
naturalness of the traditional wife-mother role voluntarily. Xhile she 
might have some frustration and dissatisfaction in fulfilling these roles, 
she accepts as 'natural' the behavior pattern of a woman, i.e,, that she 
is a helpmate to her husband enjoying a secondary power and prestige 
relationship. They seek personal assurance through sexual relationship. 
They view children as their property and responsibility. It is through 
their children that they fulfill their potentialities, and attain personal 
significance. 'Che very fact that the reat stress on ego needs that is 
found in the lower middle class is absent in the upper middle class, makes 
it probable that within the upper middle class, couples expect less of 
each other in marriage. The intention to have more money and knowledge of 
many areas of interest all directed to pursue a way of life, makes them 
less dependent on marriage. The wives with increased levels of education 
had a hard time accepting the traditional wife-mother role due to special 
needs and interests, especially around social concerns. The intention to 
seek equality in the relationship makes it more difficult to satisfy the 
traditional role setting, thus she employs more household help to take care 
2. lewis Corey, Class Status and Power. (The Free Press, 1955), p. 373. 
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of traditional functions. In the lower middle claps, one's spouse is 
important, while in the upper middle class the partner may have "significant 
others".., other than the lawful wife. 3pecul.ation ca b affered in terms 
of the abovementioned significant other' to sexual relatianship. Money 
and power may allow the seeking of sexual satisfaction outside of marriage 
with a minimum of difficulty. An extra-marital relationship carried on 
with discretion seems to be accepted by upper middle class women. This 
implies that exclusiveness of the marriage relationship was not the prime 
reason for entering into or maintaining the marriage. This enables us to 
reflect on the effects of consumerism and mass media on our young couples' 
view of the marital relationship and marriage in general. rhe motivations 
for having less children are due to aspirations for things that must be 
achieved and less time for the mother's role. 
Characteristics of the Respondents 
The following data are based on the 31 ciple-respondents selectively 
drawn from the sample representatives of the previous study entitled 
"Profile of the Successful Rhythm Practitioners of Mercy ¡amily Life Center 
Iligan, Lanao del Norte.' The participants are equally maie (31+ males or 
50 percent) and female (81+ females or 50 percent). rhe majority of the 
male respondents are factory or company employees and laborers. 3elf-employed 
men comprise the second largest group like farmers, tailor, barber, and 
painters, followed by government employees, vendors and businessman. 
Teachers, bank and office employees comprise the majority of the female 
respondents, followed by dress-makers, vendors, beauticians, and a small 
group of women handling domestic occupations. 
The ages of the male respondents range from 25-1+5 years with the 
mean age of 34.988, while the female respondents range from 20-40 years 
with the mean age of 31.536. The mean age at time of marriage for respondents 
themselves is 21+.845 for males and 21.583 for females. The age at time 
of marriage for respondents is generally younger for females and older for 
males. in the average, most respondents have been married or have stayed 
together for about 9-10 years. (1 = 9.476, S = 0.'+37). This indicates 
that the respondents are young couples, taking into account the number of 
years they have been living together. 
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The employment stat4s o' the respondents gives additional insight 
into the socio-economic situation of the couples. The data discloses 
that more husbands than wives comprise the employed force. However, suite 
a number (/+1 percent of the wives) are part of the work force. This may 
be indicative of the insufficiency of family income which compels wives 
to be engaged in occupational pursuits to augment family resources and 
increases awareness of their needed counterpart in pursuin vocational 
interests. 
Their occupations and mean monthly income of ,6O9.333 show that they 
belong to the lower-middle income group. The findings also indicate that 
re3pondents who are college-educated profesiorials with similarly employed 
spouses explain the higher income level trend of some respondents. 
Although all the respondents are i'oman Catholic, 31 percent acknowledge 
their being inactive members of the parish church. Their involvement is 
focused only on rituals and sacramental functions. But it is interesting 
to note that a significant number of respondents are devotedly involved in 
family life activities like: motivating couples to practice the Natural 
Family Planning program, assisting and conducting barrio marriage enrichment 
seminars, conducting pre-marital sessions, giving sèminars on health and 
agri-nutrition, bible studies and social action like support groups for a 
demonstration on labor problems. The majority of the respondonts have 
attended the Mercy Family Life orkshop regularly. 
Conclusions 
Objective 1. Che descriptive analysis identifies five significant 
areas critical to conjugal interaction, namely: perception of self; 
perception of marriage; sexual interactions; conflict-handling; decision-. 
making and the value of children. 
To achieve a consciously directed and satisfying marital bond a 
couple must individually develop his/her own self hood and a realistic view 
of marriage. It is only when these two areas are clari'ied that ability 
to handle conflicts, make decisions, fctcilitate healthy sexual life and give 
high regard to children may be dealth with effectively. 
To participate in the noble mission of creating a new human life 
calls for stability of union that reflects the deep bond of affection, 
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selflessness of love, and a quality of character which must be developed 
to utilize exuality with responsibility to himself, others and the child 
to be born. 
Objective 2. Tse couple respondents heavily view conjugal inter- 
action not in the context of familial responsibilities and functions, but 
rather as an affective psychological process. then respondents committed 
themselves to an adult Formation program (NFP), and so deepened consciousness 
and ap'eciation of the OKness (TA assumptions), they energized the inside, 
constructive ego states which make Transactions Complementary and Strokes 
Positive allowing more Adult ¿go dtate behavior as xecutives of two 
Personalities. rovth in adult () executive behavior equals progress 
toward autonomy (TA goal). 
Objective 3. The discussion on lower, lover middle, and upper middle 
class perceptions on marriage, sex and children does not indicate the 
superiority of any set of class values over the other, but rather indicates 
that many accepted values may be seen within the context of one's particular 
socialization experience. 
a) The lower and upper middle class values, though at the opposite 
ends of the sample class hierarchy, share certain values in regard to 
marriage that are not verbalized by the lower middle class. 
Objective 4. The factors comprising the five significant aras 
mentioned in question one confirm the role of perception, attitudes and 
values that couples hold in their social behavior. Thus, a positive 
perception of marriage and perception of spouse motivate behavioral changes 
that strengthens the marital interaction; 
In like manner, a healthy perception of sex motivates the use of 
sexuality responsibly. Couples can forego the physical pleasure of' sex 
during the fertile period, and so they never view sex as beyond the control 
of an individual; 
Istly, the manner o' conflict resolution tends to be harmoniously 
discussed in spite of tensions, arguments and debates. 
Thus, respondents disclose that what the culture says determines 
the way couples operate as husband and wife may not in fact be what they 
really like and want. Information on alternatives for change can facilitate 
a more conscious and satisfying relationship. 
d) Thus, unconscious and unreflected norms delivered by cultural 
rressages enc to determine the transactions and decision-making patterns 
of the spouses which block the giving and receiving of information leading 
to utua1 decision-making. 
Objective 5. The following socio-economic characteristics of the 
sample are highlighted: 
Most respondents have a moderate number of married years described 
as the maintenance phase of married life; 
A significant group is actively involved in family life educational 
activities as well as labor problems; 
2he couples on the average are very mobile and the majority reside 
away from the parents of either spouse; 
More males are employed in factories but a substantial 1 percnt 
are self-employed. 
Previously held notions about Natural Family Planning have maintained 
that it is an ineffective system when applied to the low-income groups, 
middle-age marriages, actively involved, mobile couples, the simple and 
unsophisticated. The study's findings on the socio-economic component 
provide evidence to the contrary. 
Recommendations 
Theoretical 
That there is a need to develop a new methodology in studying 
conjug1 interaction dynamics and to employ other tools in bringing to the 
surface marital dynamics otherwise not obtained in the usual interview 
schedule; 
There is a need for further research on motivational phenomena, 
the value of children, an in-depth study on social class indicators and a 
comparative study of interaction among artificial birth control users; 
. There is a need to bring back the findings, interpretations, and 
recommendations of the respondents to allow updating of theories learned 
and clarify interpretations of interviewed respondents and to support 
behavioral changes they have undergone since the interview. 
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Applied 
For family life educators and program planners of educational 
develoental programs: 
There is a need to re-focus curriculum content and methodologies 
of all family life courses in the area of understanding the history and 
cultural roots of the perceptions of self and marriage before any other 
areas of social interaction are discussed and analyzed; 
There is a need for more alternatives/strategies to go beyond 
the coinitive to the behavioral level in order to achieve autonomous 
individuals/families; 
There is a need for different aoproacties in motivating couples 
in different social classes. For lower and upper middle class couples 
the data discloses a need for value clarification, while the lower middle 
class calls for alternatives for strengthening their marital bond; 
L4 To encourage a mutual decision-making pattern for couples there 
is a call for a conscious reflection on the "chauvinistic' norms - both 
for women as well as men - unconsciously passed on from generation to 
generation through messages bearing unquestioned cultural assumptions. 
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ppendix .- 
NATURAL FAIVIILY PLANNING - AN OVERALL VIEV* 
It is difficult to give you an overall view of anything - particularly 
such a complex thing as natural family planning - in the ten minutes to 
which each one of us is limited. An overall view is sometimes referred to 
by what might be, this morning, a more appropriate term: a bird's eye view. 
iore appropriate necaue if a bird is flying at any reasonable altitude, 
then the panorama that is open to him may be broad indeed but devoid of 
any detail. And that is what is bound to result in this presentation. 
dopefully, the speakers who follow will focus on one aspect or another of 
natural family planning and provide greater insight. 
It might be useful to begin with a definition of Natural Family 
Planning and of Periodic Abstinence. Natural Family Planning might be 
defined as techniques for planning or preventing pregnancy by observation 
of the naturally occuring signs and symptoms of the fertile and infertile 
phases of the menstrual cycle. It is implicit in the definition of natural 
family planning, when used to avoid pregnancy, that there is abstinence 
from sexual intercourse during the fertile phase of the menstrual cycle. 
Periodic abstinence may be defined as voluntary avoidance of sexual inter- 
course by a couple during the fertile phase of the menstrual cycle in order 
to avoid pregnancy. 
Also, it is implied that in the practice of natural family planning 
to avoid pregnancy, not only is sexual intercourse avoided during the 
fertile phase of the menstrual cycle, but that drugs, devices and surgical 
procedures are not used and that the act of sexual intercourse, when 
occuring, is complete. It is recognized that some couples use knowledge 
of the fertile period in combination with another method of family planning, 
such as the condom, the diaphragm, etc. hile these are methods that may 
be said to be based on the fertile period, they do not, properly speaking, 
constitute natural family planning. It should also be made clear, that 
there is nothing in the definition offered to suggest any reason for the 
use of, or preference for, natural family planning. Throughout the world, 
there have been different reasons that have motivated couples to the use of 
this method and users have included persons of all religious persuasions 
and also those of no religious belief. 
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The scientific basis for the ohservatidn of the fertile period 
for purposes of avoiding pregnaxicy might be said to have started with the 
publications of Ogino and Knaus nlmoct a half century ago, making it 
possible for women, on tie basis of records of the lengths of their 
menstrual cycles, to cnlculate mathematically the days when they might 
become pregnant. The practice became known as "rhythm', and tarough the 
nect decades was used, abu6ed, misused and violated to the extent that its 
disreputability continues to hamper the development of the newer and more 
reliable approaches today. very miscalculation, every misunderstanding 
of the technique, every violation oÍ' the rules, was attributed, many times 
wrnngly, to the lack of reliability of the formulas and in many places 
rhythm has left such a bad name that is is important for N?P enthusiasts 
in those places to dissociate themselves from the 'rhythm' practice of a 
decade or two back. 
The definition of the post-ovulatory infertile phase by the use of 
the thermometer had much more practical success, and ten years ago Marshall 
defined its biologic effectivity by the determination of a Pearl Index of 
1.2 for the use of the method restricted to the post-ovulatory phase only. 
Significantly, many programs started, using the temperature curve and t1e 
observation of signs and symptoms to define the required periods of 
abstinence. Some of these programs date back to 1961 as does the clinic of 
Dr. Joseph Ricotta in Buffalo, Now York, and some have evolved and developed 
into national networks as have Serena in Canada, Cler in 'rance, and Accion 
Familiale in Nauritius. Other work on the symptothermic approach have 
provided evidences of even greater effectivity as have the studies of 
Dohring in Uerrriany and Roetzer in Austria. 
Additional enthusiasm was generated after the publication by Billings 
of what he called the Ovulation Method, a system which depends exclusively 
on a woman's observation of her feelings resulting from the changing pattern 
of cervical mucus secretion. Many saw in the Ovulation Method a systm 
not only less complex but also more applicable to the developing areas of 
the world. i'he enthusiasm for the Ovulation Method has helped to focus 
renewed interest not only on the mucus of the cervix as an indicator of 
fertility, but has also stimulated the develoxnent of various combinations 
of mucus with temperature and other symptoms. Jhat is more, it has provoked 
renewed interest in natural family planning amongst scientists, profession ils, 
family planners, program administrators and users. 
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The renewed and growing interest in natural family planning stems 
from a variety of factors. There is a growing awareness of the fact that 
natural family planning does work and is not the ineffective folk system 
that it was once thought to be. There is a recognition of the fact that 
for sorne couples, natural family planning is the method of choice for what- 
ever reason, not always ethical and religious. There is a growing 
dissilusionrnent over the technical methods of family planning and the side 
effects they are increasingly associated with. There is effeçts they are 
increasingly associated with. fhere is the recognition that N'P not only 
can be technology independent but that it does not require the professional 
logistics that many of the more sophisticated methods may and do require. 
Increasingly, medical biologists are taking Nk' with seriousness and 
looking into the system to discover what it is worth. This professional 
interest may be typified by what the World Health Organization has, by 
directive of the Iorld health Assembly, become involved in: a small but 
serious and dedicated effort to look into N±P in order to find how the system 
can be improved, how it can better be delivered, and how it can be taught 
to couples willing to learn how to use it. Through its Task 'orce on 
Methods for the Determination of the ?ertile Period, tte 'hO has undertaken 
studies on such things as priorities for NFP, endocrine profiles of normally 
menstruating and ovulating women, on determinants of ovulation, on devices 
that can be of ancillary use in detecting ovulation, on the effectiveness 
of various approaches to NB?, and on the teaching of NF? itself. The 
involvement of the 1orld Health Organization will not only, hopefully, 
provide some important answers, but will and does enhance the prestige and 
validity of NFP as an approach to family planning. 
But while there is growing recognition of NFP as an effective method 
of family planning, few have yet seen in this approach to tae reproductive 
relationship, the educative value of tuis approach in terms not only of the 
individual spouses but also for the enrichment of the marital relationship 
itself. Precisely because this approach depends so much on the day-to-day 
decisions of the spouse rather than on the properties of chemical substances 
or the inevitable effects of physical influences its value for the human 
personality is incalculable. NFP for those really devoted to it, therefore, 
is more than a technique of family planning, it is an education, a growing 
together, a discipline, a maturation, a way of life and a way of loving 
that finds fullest 
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expression in the willful control of the reproductive instincts within 
a mariae. It is a means of understanding not orly of self but also of 
the marital relationship. It is the enrichment of the interpersonal 
relationship. It is a coming to terms with one's own sexuality and a 
comprehension of one's self as a sexual being. 
Throughout the world, those who have had a deep interest in natural 
family planning, recognizing the value of solidarity and as a means of 
establishing binds with one another, have organized themselves into the 
International Federation for Family Life Promotion (IFFLP), or in French 
the Federation Internacionale de Accion 'amiliale (F'L».F). It might be 
noted that the federation, as its name suggests, views NFP as more than a 
technique - It views NFl? as understood best when seen in the context of a 
total marital relationship, and as a family relationship as the true base 
of NF?. The organization has just held its first congress in Cali, 
Colombia, in June of 1977. It welcomes not only the interest and support 
of others but invites all those interested in N'P to affiliate with their 
own national NPP organization as well as iith the federation. 
In spite of the great strides made in NFP practice and all the new 
interest generated, many aspects of natural family planning are, only now, 
coming to light. It has become increasingly clear with experience, for 
example, that the best teachers of NF? are ordinary couples who practice 
the method successfully, rather than the health professional with a technical 
background. Much to everyone's surprise, and contrary to fairly universal 
bias, an NFP program seems to be more easily and successfully established 
among simple as against sophisticated and educated couples, and can be 
just s effective in the context of a developing society as in a developed 
o. 
But there are many more problems to overcome. The attitudes of the 
medical profession continue to be skeptical and unbelieving, even .f indeed 
there are good reasons to explain why the physician, by his training, finds 
it difficult to be synpathetic to an approach totally distinct from his 
own tendencies. Nor are those laboring in the field of NFP in agreement, or 
even in necessarily friendly terms with each other - as if they were 
condemned by the BiblicnJ. warning of failure to understand one another 
contained in the story of 2he Tower of Babel, and, although, there is growing 
awareness of the need to do so in some programs there is some resistance to 
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extend the scope of NFP background to include an adequate and practical 
understanding of the nature and forces of sexuality nnd the indispensable 
role that the husband plays in the successful use of tais approach. 
* Presented at the XIV International Congress of the international 
Federation of Catholic Medical ssociations, held in 3ombay, India, 29 
January to 1 February 1978, by Vicente J... kosaleS, N.J., Associate 
Professor of edicine and Director ol' the Institute for the Study of 1uman 
eproduction, University of Santo l'ornas, Manila, and Member of the xecutive 
3oard of the Internatic.al Federation for Family Life promotion. This 
paper as the introductory presentation to an entire session on Natural 
'amily Planning. The theme of the XIV Congress was: Improving the Quality 
of Life. At the end of the Congress, the FlANC delegates passed a resolution 
to the effect that it was the obligation of Catholic doctors to inform 
themselves regarding all aspects of Natural Family Planning 30 that they 
might serve those who sought to practice this mode of planning their 
families. 
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SEAPRAP 
THE SOUTHEAST ASIA POPULATION RESEARCH AWARDS PROGRAM 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
* To strengthen the research capabilities of young 
Southeast Asian social scientists, and to provide 
them with technical support and guidance if 
required. 
* To increase the quantity and quality of social 
science research on population problems in South- 
east Asia. 
* To facilitate the flow of information about popu- 
lation research developed in the program as 
well as its implications for policy and planning 
among researchers in the region, and between re- 
searchers, government planners and policy makers. 
ILLUSTRATIVE RESEARCH AREAS 
The range of the research areas include a wide 
variety of research problems relating to population, 
but excludes reproductive biology. The following are 
some examples of research areas that could fall 
within the general focus of the Program: 
* Factors contributing to or related to fertility re- 
gulation and family planning programs; familial, 
psychological, social, political and economic 
effects of family planning and contraception. 
* Antecedents, processes, and consequences (demo- 
graphic, cultural, social, psychological, political, 
economic) of population structure, distribution, 
growth and change. 
* Family structure, sexual behaviour and the rela- 
tionship between child-bearing patterns and child 
development. 
* Inter-relations between population variables and 
the process of social and economic development 
(housing, education, health, quality of the environ- 
ment, etc). 
* Population policy, including the interaction of 
population variables and economic policies, policy 
implications of population distribution and move- 
ment with reference to both urban and rural 
settings, and the interaction of population variables 
and law. 
* Evaluation of on-going population education pro- 
grams and/or development of knowledge-based 
population education program. 
* Incentive schemes - infrastructures, opportunities; 
overall economic and social development programs. 
SELECTION CRITERIA 
Selection will be made by a Program Committee of 
distinguished Southeast Asian scholars in the social 
sciences and population. The following factors will 
be considered in evaluating research proposals: 
1 relevance of the proposed research to current 
issues of population ¡n the particular countries of 
Southeast Asia; 
its potential contribution to policy formation, pro- 
gram implementation, and problem solving; 
adequacy of research design, including problem 
definition, method of procedure, proposed mode 
of analysis, and knowledge of literature; 
feasibility of the project, including time require- 
ment; budget; and availability, accessibility, and 
reliability of data; 
Applicant's potential for further development. 
DURATION AND AMOUNT OF AWARDS 
Research awards will be made for a period of up to 
one year. In exceptional cases, requests for limited 
extension may be considered. The amount of an 
award will depend on location, type and size of the 
project, but the maximum should not exceed 
US$7,500. 
QUALIFICATIONS OF APPLICANTS 
The Program is open to nationals of the following 
countries: Burma, Indonesia, Kampuchea, Laos, 
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Viet- 
nam. Particular emphasis will be placed on attracting 
young social scientists in provincial areas. 
Applications are invited from the following: 
* Graduate students in thesis programs 
* Faculty members 
* Staff members ¡n appropriate governmental and 
other organizations. 
Full-time commitment is preferable but applicants 
must at least be able to devote a substantial part of 
their time to the research project. Advisers may be 
provided, depending on the needs of applicants. 
